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TIME FOR AN
INDEPENDENT
MAYOR OF
LONDON
There is no doubt that our great
capital city London is seen as the
powerhouse of the British economy
by the rest of the world.
London, the great city, is at a critical
point. Multiple issues currently
dominate the political agenda in
London, varying from; Coronavirus,
the impact of Brexit, political
squabbling, public transport chaos to
green issues. Such issues stem from
a lack of direction and proper
leadership.
No one is acknowledging the fact
that if London fails, the UK fails.
Like if New York fails, the USA
fails. London is in the league of the
great cities of the world, hence it is
sad to see that there is no real
champion for this great city at
present. But, at least you have a

champion diversity and culture, care
about environment and most of all
connect and unite people in the time of
crisis.
An independent Mayor could be a very
good idea. We speaks on the behalf of
many SMEs and thus support this
agenda. We sincerely hope someone will
come forward and challenge all party
political elites and offer Londoners a real
vision and hope for one of the greatest
city in the World. Where are the
visionary inspirational entrepreneurs of
London Lord Sugar or Sir Branson?
Perhaps someone from our creative and
cultural sector will take up charge of this
city, anyone but an elite politician.

SANTA SUNAK!

As the hospitality industry is passing
through an unprecedented time,
Chancellor Rishi Sunak has given a
fighting chance for the restaurant

industry to survive. Everyone in the
industry certainly welcomed the slash of
VAT for hospitality and ‘Eat Out to Help
Out’. The point however is what's next?
Many in the hospitality sector know, this
is not going to be easy to recover from
this massive impact of Covid 19 and
people are still fearful about businesses
and livelihood. Some are asking for
extension of Eat Out to Help Out beyond
August. Rishi Sunak, has certainly shown
the way for hospitality industry to fight
back. Some are expecting Mr Sunak to
also become Santa for the hospitality
sector and place a magic touch before
Christmas to turn things around.

EDITORIAL

E

Mayor for New York, who has the
guts, money and credibility to take
on the most powerful ruler of the
world, Mr Trump.
We know a lot of you may
disagree, however our own old
school chap Ken Livingstone, did
not have the money yet had the
passion and love for the city and he
will never be forgotten for some of
the excellent work he has done,
despite facing many critical
political opponents.
Boris Johnson also did his best to
deliver the Olympics successfully
after inheriting the project from his
predecessor. Also the introduction
of the 'Boris Bikes scheme' was
certainly a success.
We wonder what will Sadiq Khan
be remembered for? It is very
debateable.
He stood on an election saying he
was a 'son of Bus driver,' to ensure
that we do not misunderstand him
as another 'elite politician.' He has
done more harm to public transport
in London and continues to do so.
During this pandemic, his lack of
engagement with businesses in
London, has been simply
outrageous. He said, he wanted to
be the most 'pro-business Mayor of
London', however he has failed to
do so.
The animosity between City Hall
[the Mayor’s office] and Downing
Street [the government] is no
secret.
Being London's Mayor has never
been and will never be an easy job.
We really need a change in
London. We need a Mayor, who is
from a business background.
Perhaps a Mayor who can be above
politics like Bloomberg of New
York in this time of deep recession
and can navigate us to a better
direction. A Mayor who will focus
on creating wealth and jobs,
improving transport networks,
scandalous housing shortage,

CURRY LIFE

EDITORIAL
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London Mayor sadiq Khan

Outrage over Khan’s Policy
Driving Curry Houses Out of Central London
Curry Life exCLusive

CURRY LIFE
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t Curry Life we take pride in our political
neutrality, after all we only have one
obligation and goal – to support and inform
our colleagues in the UK Curry Industry who make up
our readership and wider hospitality sector.
This often puts us in a position where we need to
assess the actions of elected officials when such
actions have an impact on those who we represents
such as Curry Houses and other cuisine sector with our
exclusive trade magazines. We offer our analysis
based on the evidence available with absolute
impartiality, offering no allegiance to any political
party or elected individual.
We are prepared to criticise when we feel it’s
appropriate as well as offering praise where it’s due.
For example, we criticised the government’s early
handling of the COVID-19 pandemic in a recent

article – we believe they were too slow to respond and
since Brexit have an engrained aversion to expert
advice. We were also critical of the government’s
treatment of the curry industry during this crisis; this is
evident from our recent interview with Small Business
Minister Mr Paul Scully MP.
However, we also welcomed a large portion of the
Chancellor, Rishi Sunak’s summer statement. We are
ardent supporters of Eat Out to Help Out, the cut in
VAT, changes to licensing laws and various other
measures the Government has recently put into place.
We make the above point to stress our neutrality
because it has become necessary for us to address the
actions of another elected official, this time one
representing the Labour Party as the Mayor of
London, Sadiq Khan.
Our magazine has reached out to Mr Khan on multiple
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Khan told curry restaurteurs
before election in 2015

I want to be the most pro-curry
mayor London has ever seen.

”

We believe Khan has chosen to go back on this promise. What’s
worse, he may never have planned to keep it. But in not doing
so we feel he has behaved in a dishonest and manipulative
manner, misleading the people he encouraged to put their faith
on him that evening. Many would have voted for him based on
this appearance. Quite simply, it is a betrayal but one that has
been made worse by Mr Khan’s actions (and lack of) since
taking office," said, Syed Pasha editor in chief of Curry Life.
Curry Life appreciates that many organisations, including TFL,

NEWS

“

What London needs not simply the
most pro curry mayor we have
ever had, but the most pro business
mayor we have ever had...

CURRY LIFE

occasions to discuss the issues related
curry industry and requested to engage
with Curry Houses but had no positive
response. This leaves us little choice but
to provide this information to our readers
without his input - so they can make up
their own minds.
During Mr Khan’s mayoral race and
prior to his successful election, Mr Khan
attended our flagship annual event Curry
Life Awards in London in 2015. Despite
not being on the guest list, we welcomed
Mr Khan and even provided him a
podium to speak to those assembled.
Many of which were small business
owners from the city or people of
influence from our Curry Industry. Due
to Mr Khan’s background and track
record we felt this was the right thing to
do.
We also felt he could indeed be the man
to help our industry thrive going forward,
so we were more than happy to
accommodate him. Mr Khan promised
that if he is elected Mayor of London he
would be the most “Pro Curry and Pro
Business Mayor of London the city has
ever known."
However, since being elected Mayor of
London, this has not been the case for
last 4 years. The curry industry was not
expecting special treatment of course,
but we were hoping Mr Khan would
become its advocate. Sadly, he has
shown little interest in becoming the
most “Pro Curry and Pro Business
Mayor of London”. In fact, since taking
advantage of our hospitality to make this
promise, Mr Khan hasn’t accepted to any
of our invitations to attend subsequent
Curry Life Awards ceremonies in
London, a gathering of national
importance for British Bangladeshi
Community who is connected with Curry
Houses. Over the years many senior
cabinet ministers, MPs representing their
own constituency Curry Houses, have
attended this national annual celebration
of British Curry Houses. Curry Life was
also delighted to be the host for Mr
Jeremy Corbyn MP and Sir Keir Starmer
MP from Mr Khan's own party.
"Politicians are known to not keep
manifesto promises they make in public,
but we in Curry Life feel especially
aggrieved by this situation. Mr Khan
could have become an advocate for our
curry industry in London if he had
wanted to.

5
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are facing funding difficulties as a
result of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Naturally this has led to difficult
decisions being made, many of
which would not have been made if
it weren’t for this virus. One of these
is the Congestion Charge in the City
of London. Curry Life Magazine
supports any initiative to reduce
congestion in the city, for many
reasons, however this charge is
doing tremendous damage to our
restaurant industry.
"To be more precise, maintaining
this charge after 6pm is what’s
causing the problems. This is the

6

time when many people go out to
dinner in a restaurant. Many people
are struggling as it is financially due
to corona virus and this added
charge makes that worse. Not only
that, it deters people from eating out
which puts an even bigger strain on
the hospitality sector. An industry,
which already has enough problems
in the wake of this virus."
To kick start recover in London, it
needs to attract customers. The
Congestion Charge applying after
6pm – every day of the week
including weekends - is discouraging
people from supporting restaurants
in the city of London; as doing so is
too expensive. This is especially
important in the month of August
2020, where people are keen to take
advantage of the Eat Out to Help
Out scheme. It’s a crucial time to
stimulate the industry’s recovery. We
believe the Mayor of London should
be doing more to help the hospitality
sector, not creating more obstacles
for it to overcome.
Small business accounts for a

significant proportion of the
London's economy, as well as a
significant portion of our readership.
Many of which have reached out to
Curry Life asking us to approach the
Mayor about this very issue.
Restaurant owners in London feel
abandoned and at a disadvantage
compared to the rest of the country.
Many of them have been deprived of
government grants, because their
rateable value doesn't meet the
criteria.
The Congestion Charge isn’t even
the only issue small business owners
in London have approached Curry
Life to challenge the Mayor of
London about. As a result, we have
offered to be a platform of mediation
and to facilitate a dialogue between
Curry Houses and the Mayor. We
have been making this offer to the
Mayor’s office since 2016 and have
received no positive response.
The editor of Curry Life wrote to Mr
Khan one final time on the end of
July 2020 to make him aware this
article would be produced – and to
make the above offer of engagement
and dialogue with Curry Houses one
more time. Once again, we received
no reply from Mr Khan or his team.
Curry Life Magazine and its readers
are not the only ones challenging Mr
Khan on this issue. FairFuelUK and
the Alliance of British Drivers have

Mohammad Gazi owns two
restaurants in the Central London
challenged the Mayor on legal
grounds and are ready to take the
complaint to the High Court. Even
popular restaurant owners such as
Atul Kochhar, Angela Hartnett,

“It’s essential that the Mayor of
London continues to and if
anything, in the current climate,
increases engagement with local
communities including the
Bangladeshi community, as well
as business communities such as
the Curry Industry.”
- Cllr Parvez Ahmed (Labour)
Michel Roux Jr and Yotam Ottolenghi
have signed an open letter asking the
Mayor to do more to support the
hospitality industry.
Mr Mohammad Gazi who owns two
restaurants in the centre of London,
one in Piccadilly and another in Kings
Cross, both called Chilli Shaker has
also struggled with the congestion
charge. “It’s no good ending the
charge at 10pm” he says, “People go
out to eat around 6pm”. “We need to be
welcoming people back not punishing
them for coming. People are going to
just go elsewhere and restaurants in the
centre of London are suffering.”
He also argues that restaurants in the
centre of London already pay
extremely high rates and rents. Also,
that many of them didn’t qualify for
help from the Government, making
their situation even direr. “Our
restaurants are open again, we
normally can comfortably seat 60
people, but with social distancing are
prepared for 30. However, nobody is
coming.”
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Mr Syed Khan owner of Shapur
Restaurant at the Strand, Central
London said: “This change to congestion
charging has put the nail in the coﬃn
for already dying businesses in the city.
The city is totally dead, it’s like a ghost
town and no body coming to the City of
London, which is important part in our
economy. We’re not doing enough
business to sustain.”

or at least listen to what they say. It is not too late to
become the advocate the curry industry needs – and
to keep the promise you made at our event. We can
solve these problems if we all work together," he
added.
Those who wish to watch Sadiq Khan making
promises to be the most “Pro Curry and Pro
Business Mayor of London the city has ever
known," please click on the link below:
https://youtu.be/5VIZymvHX7M

NEWS

open to you. As the mayor of London, you have an
obligation to restaurants and other small business
owners. You could play a vital part in their recovery
and help a lot of families keep their businesses open
and a great deal more in employment.
"It is within your power to reach out and help them,

CURRY LIFE

Mr Syed Khan owner of Shapur Restaurant at the
Strand, Central London said: “This change to
congestion charging has put the nail in the coffin for
already dying businesses in the city. Why would I
bother paying this money to come into the centre of
London if I don’t need to? The city is totally dead, it’s
like a ghost town and no body coming to
the City of London, which is our
important part in our economy. We’re not
doing enough business to sustain.”
He went on to say that his restaurant is
now in serious risk unless help or support
comes soon, “We can’t go on like this for
another few months. The answer is to
support us, this is making me depressed
despite being in the Curry Business for
almost 40 years and I know I’m not the
only one.”
Councillor Parvez Ahmed, who has been
associated with catering trade for decades
and a Labour Councillor in Brent, said:
“It’s essential that the Mayor of London
continues to and if anything, in the current climate,
increases engagement with local communities
including the Bangladeshi community, as well as
business communities such as the Curry Industry.
With lots of individuals and businesses facing difficult
times and hardship, the role of elected representatives
becomes even more important, and so I’d encourage
further engagement.”
The editor of Curry Life, Syed Ahmed, said: "We are
now at the stage where we would like to address the
Mayor of London directly. Mr Khan, our offer is still

7
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The chef-driven new food
publication CURRY CHEF launched

CURRY LIFE
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Front row (l-r) Syed Belal Ahmed, Syed Nahas Pasha and Emdadul Hoque Tipu. Back row (l-r) chef Abdul Hay, chef Maidul Ruhel, chef Abul
Mansoor, chef Mohammad Ali, chef Syed Zohorul Islam and chef Vijay Singh Panwar.

8

Curry Life Media Group has launched
a new publication dedicated to Curry
Chef. This will be the fourth food,
hospitality, travel and leisure industry
publication to the group.
The media group founded Curry Life
Magazine, Oriental Food Life, Travel
Life and latest addition to the group is
the Curry Chef Magazine.
The first publication Curry Life from
the group was launched in 2003. Syed
Belal Ahmed, Editor of the Curry Life
Media Group, said: "We wanted a
magazine solely focused on Curry
Chef. As the majority of the Curry
Houses are in the UK owned and
operated by people of Bengali origin,
there has been a great demand for a
Curry House publication in Bengali.

Chef Abul Monsur, President of Curry
Life Chefs Club (CLCC), said: "the
launch of Curry Chef Magazine is
undoubtedly good initiative. As many
chefs are now grappling with
unemployment, uncertain over future
career and business, it is good time to
get united behind CLCC.
“This crisis doesn’t have an end in
sight, and we’re committed to
supporting our colleagues, family, and
friends throughout the entirety of this.
We’re in it together,” he said.
Chef Syed Zohorul Islam, General
Secretary of CLCC, added: “All
Curry Chefs should utilise their skills
right now; with a little bit of money
and a few ingredients, we can create
healthy, nutritious meals for people,”

he says.
The Editor in Chief of Curry Life
Media Group, Syed Nahas Pasha,
said: "Our media group will make
continued effort to enhance the skills
of Curry Chefs, champion their
innovation and creativity. Of course
those who deserves will get their
recognition as always at the Curry
Life Awards.
"We will work with our partners to
enhance the skills of Curry Chefs
through our regular Culinary
Workshop. After all, no one is better
equipped to feed people than a group
of skilled chefs," he added.
For further information, please visit:
www.currychef.uk
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Record-breaking 121 gold medals for COBRA

10

Ten new gold medals take Cobra Beer’s
total to 121 gold medals at the Monde
Selection Awards since it first entered
in 2001 Cobra Beer is one of the
highest-awarded beer brands in the
world
Cobra Beer has reached the ultimate
achievement at the Monde Selection
Awards, receiving its 121st gold medal
earlier this month. The 11 new medals
won this year take the total medal tally

Cobra Beer is ‘brewed smooth for all
food’ using a distinctive, complex
recipe resulting in an impossibly
smooth beer now served alongside
Indian, Vietnamese, Chinese, Thai,
Japanese, Turkish, Lebanese, Greek
food and in around a quarter of the
28,000 licensed restaurants across the
UK.
Lord Karan Bilimoria CBE DL,
founder and chairman of Cobra Beer

of brewers who are committed to
ensuring that Cobra Beer maintains its
highest levels of gold medal-winning
quality to satisfy our consumers.”
Mr Andy Runchie, Molson Coors Head
of Brewer of Cobra Beer, said: “Cobra
is a premium beer with outstanding
quality at its heart. Our mission is to
create an exquisite beer that can be
consumed with all food, from bottle to
draught. This year’s outstanding

for the Cobra Beer product range to
over 120 gold medals since it first
entered in 2001. This year, Cobra has
been awarded eleven individual
product accolades,
Brewed with the finest natural
ingredients, a traditional Indian blend
of barley malt, maize, three varieties of
hops, wheat, and rice, Cobra Beer’s
unique recipe and low carbonation
gives the range its distinctive character
and smoothness that makes it the
perfect accompaniment to cuisines
from around the world.

comments: “The Monde Selection
Awards are one of the most prestigious
quality awards in the brewing industry,
and Cobra Beer is now one of the
highest-awarded beers in the world,
bringing its total number of awards to
over 120 at this year’s competition,
with four Grand Gold and six Gold
awards presented this year.
"Our newly launched Blond IPA,
Malabar 20L keg, has received one of
the industry’s highest endorsements in
less than a year after its release. The
full credit must go to our fantastic team

awards have demonstrated that we truly
have created the quality beer we always
aim for.
"I am very proud of the accolades
Cobra Beer has received and it is
magnificent to see that the hard work
our brewers put in, has been highly
recognised by such a prestigious panel
of judges. At Cobra Beer, we look
forward to continuing our great work in
brewing our innovative, multiple gold
medal winning recipe which allows us
to strive to continually meet our
consumers’ needs and expectations.”

The UK Government Has Changed Licensing
Laws to Accommodate Outdoor Drinking
The laws that govern the sale of alcohol in a private premise have been altered, at least temporarily to allow restaurants and pubs
to serve beverages outside without falling foul of the authorities. This has been done to make social distancing measures easier.
COVID-19 spreads more easily indoors, and the limited space makes it more difficult for people to avoid one another. It’s hoped
that the changes to the law will encourage more people to visit pubs and restaurants and sit outside while they order alcohol,
reducing the risk of catching coronavirus.
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Kingfisher encourages the public to

CURRY LIFE
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“Keep CaLM aNd CUrrY oN”

12

It’s fair to say that the last few months have been a
struggle for everyone in the hospitality industry. With the
pandemic bringing businesses up and down the country
to a complete stand-still, many restaurants have had to
rely on takeaway and home delivery to keep afloat, while
others have had to halt operations entirely.
Our beloved curry houses are no exception. Before the
COVID-19 lockdown, the curry sector was already
facing a number of challenges. At one time there were
over 12,000 curry houses across the UK, a number that
has depleted to around 7,000. Simply put, the lockdown
has put further strain on an already delicate industry.
It is with this insight that Kingfisher has decided to
launch “Keep Calm and Curry On”, a series of
competitions to get diners back into their local curry
houses.
“It should go without saying that the curry industry is
critical to the UK economy,” said Shaun Goode, Sales
Director for Kingfisher Beer, “Indian restaurants employ
over 100,000 people. Not only that, but they contribute
to the cultural diversity of the nation’s towns and cities.
It would be tragic if we lost that.”
According to Kingfisher’s research, 88% of outlets have
reopened since the 4th July. Ahead of this, Kingfisher
offered their support to help restaurants get back on its
feet.
“There’s a lot of information out there at the moment that
can be hard for some business owners to digest. We
wanted to ensure that none of our customers felt that they
were being caught short, so we put together a guide that
collated all the government advice into an easy-to-

process format. We also put together social distancing
and reopening posters for our restaurants to use.
Lastly, we launched “Keep Calm and Curry On” is a
series of competitions offering consumers the chance to
win “money-can’t-buy” prizes, such as a trip to India to
watch the Royal Challengers Bangalore, hospitality
tickets to Premier League matches and VIP dining
experiences. All the customer has to do, is take a photo
of their meal at their local curry house, upload it to
Instagram or Facebook using the hashtag
#KeepCalmAndCurryOn and tag @kingfisherbeeruk as
well as the restaurant where they ate their meal.
“The first week’s competition had over 8,000 entries,”
continues Shaun, “With 10 weeks’ worth of prizes, we’re
sure there will be plenty more where that came from!”
To encourage restaurants to promote the competition,
Kingfisher is also offering £1,000 worth of free stock to
the outlet that can generate the most entries.
“Not only do we want to reward the consumer for
supporting the curry industry, but we also want to
incentivise restaurants to do the same. We encourage our
curry houses to tell their customers about the competition
and to tag them in the photos they upload. During these
uncertain times, I’m sure £1,000 worth of free stock
would be of great value to one of our customers.”
You can download your resources for “Keep Calm and
Curry On” by visiting kbedrinks.com/curryon. The
campaign ends on the 21st September and the outlet with
the most entries will be notified via their Kingfisher
account manager. We live in challenging times, but we
will pull through this if we all Keep Calm and Curry On.
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Shalims Restaurant
raised £1700 for
local hospice care
On Sunday 28th June, foodies across South Dorset
raised over £1,700 for Weldmar Hospice care by
taking part in 'Give Back Sunday' a fundraising
initiative from Shalims Indian Restaurant,
Weymouth.
'Give Back Sunday' was a way for Shalims Indian
Restaurant to say thank you for all the support that
their customers have given them since the start of
the Coronavirus crisis. By giving something
tangible back to the community, 50% of their
takings on a Sunday night at the end of June. On the
night, their customers dug deep, the phone rang off
the hook and orders flew in on their online ordering
platform.
Owner Shalim Abs, said: "We were so busy that we
ran out of chicken and pilau rice, that has never
ever happened before. When the dust settled and the
staff and I sat down at the end of the night, we
couldn't believe what had just happened.
"Then when our delivery drivers returned they were
so taken aback from all the kind words and

generosity from our customers that they donated their
wages from the night too. I would like to say a big thank
you to them, Soloman Matthias, Tahin Ahmed, Andrew
Cooke and Shamim Abdul."
When the takings and drivers donations were totalled up
the customers and drivers from Shalims Indian
Restaurant had raised over £1,700 for Weldmar Hospice
care.

Weldmar Hospice care Inpatient Unit inset with Shalim
Abs from Shalims Indian Restaurant.

13
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‘Curry Queen'

contributions made by individual
spices. This approach has won her
three international awards and she
continues to write cookbooks taking
advantage of popular trends in this
field. Her next cookbook is on Indian
vegetarian and vegan cookbook,
which will be published just before
Christmas 2020.
She loves teaching Indian cookery,
and her classes have been highly
successful but Covid19 changed all
that. Mridula missed her most
passionate vocation and she started
thinking of how she could still share
her recipes with the public.
She did not sit tight wondering what
to do and decided to provide a service
to the public in another way. She
turned her attention to developing
special recipes with a view to

synonymous with British life. Mridula
launched her range at an exclusive
delicatessen in Eton, whose elite
clientele includes the prestigious Eton
College. The range has been extremely
popular and Mridula now plans to
expand into other small and exclusive

Mridula
Launched High
Quality Indian

CURRY LIFE

NEWS

Ready Meals

14

Mridula Baljekar has achieved her
long-cherished ambition with tireless
lockdown labour by launching her
own range of high quality Indian
ready meals.
Mridula has been working hard for
nearly 30 years to promote real
Indian food in the UK and around the
world. She has been successfully
removing the mystery surrounding
Indian cuisine and brought magic into
her food.
She has written 27 cookbooks
highlighting the fact that cooking
Indian food can be at your fingertips
once the lid on the magic and mystic
of spice blending is lifted.
Her principles of mixing and
blending spices are simple; choose
the correct quantities of spices,
understand the sequence of adding
them to one’s chosen dish and enjoy
the delightful results achieved from
the same set of spices by blending,
mixing and emphasising the different

launching a range of ready meals in
her local area.
The result was a small range of
delicious dishes with fresh flavours,
which avoids all things artificial and
peanuts as well as saturated fats and
dairy where possible.
Covid19 created turmoil in the
hospitality industry, restaurants had to
shut down and people missed going to
their favourite Indian restaurants to
enjoy the food that has become

stores in and around the Royal
Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead
where she lives.
She is hoping to get financial backing
in due course so that she can expand
her “Covid Creations” into a much
wider market. She believes that food
is love and she tries to spread a little
love to all through her food. ‘There is
no sincerer love than the love of
food’: George Bernard Shaw.
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saving brick lane

The UK’s Curry Capital
Brick Lane, located in Tower Hamlets in the East End
of London, has been associated with curry and South
Asian cuisine since the 1970s. Like the ‘Curry Mile’ in
Manchester, the area has become synonymous with
not just the food, but also the culture, and over the
years has earned itself the name – ‘Banglatown’. An
area, which is hugely important and symbolic to
Britain’s Bangladeshi community, in much the same
way that Southall known as ‘Little India’ is to the
Indian community and Brixton, is to the AfricanCaribbean community.

Following the onset of COVID-19, just like the rest of
central London, Banglatown has suffered immensely.
Today Brick Lane, restaurants and shops are largely
empty, as a combination of factors deter customers
from venturing into the city. Something, which would
be unheard of under normal circumstances. Brick Lane
is normally a hub of tourists and locals, many of
which are planning on having curry for their evening
meal. However, Banglatown’s problems didn’t begin
with COVID-19, but the virus may “be the final nail in
the coffin for Brick Lane”, according to a new report.

CURRY LIFE

NEWS

The shifting nature of the Bangladeshi restaurants. In 2014 there were 35 curry
houses and in 2019 only 20. - Courtesy Runnymede Trust

16

The report which is
called ‘Beyond
Banglatown Continuity, change and
new urban economies
in Brick Lane’, has
been produced by
Claire Alexander, Sean
Carey, Sundeep Lidher,
Suzi Hall and Julia
King, and forms part of
the Beyond
Banglatown research

project. Produced alongside the Runnymead Trust, a
leading independent race equality thinktank. The
initiative is focused on tracing the changing fortunes
of Banglatown’s restaurants, and the implications of
this change for the Bangladeshi community in East
London and for Brick Lane itself.
The report has revealed a steep decline in Brick Lane’s
South Asian-owned restaurants that traditionally serve
curry, showing a staggering decrease of over 60% in
the past 15 years. In the mid-2000s there were 60
outlets compared to just 23 in early 2020. Banglatown
has been transformed into something else in recent
years due to a combination of gentrification and

CURRY LIFE

regeneration. The region’s identity has
evolved now to incorporate new ‘hipster’
cafés, vintage clothes shops, delicatessens and
boutique chocolatiers, all while the number of
Bangladeshi-run curry eateries has
plummeted.
This was all before the catastrophic impact of
coronavirus. The report now calls for this
heritage to be recognised and commemorated
in Brick Lane itself, as well as in heritage
institutions and education, otherwise this vital
history may be lost to future generations. The
report has also found that many restaurants
have been excluded by gentrification and
regeneration, and increasingly replaced by
other businesses. Since the virus has struck
the need for this has become even direr. While
many of these problems existed before, the
pandemic has exacerbated them.
Today restaurants in Brick Lane need to not
only cope with the cultural shift, something
that was already getting harder due to the
ongoing ‘Curry Crisis’ (The reluctance of the
new generation of British Bangladeshis to
work in the hospitality sector), but a virus
which has caused their restaurants to lose near
to all custom. This, plus high rents, high rates
of tax and the mayor of London’s
controversial extension of Congestion
Charging have made life incredibly hard.
What’s worse, is due to their location and
status, many restaurants in Brick Lane do not
qualify for support from the Government to
get them through the pandemic. With no
financial aid, increased competition and no
steady stream of customers, how are such
businesses expected to survive?
Shams Uddin, who runs The Monsoon on
Brick Lane since 2000, fears the Chancellor’s
Eat Out to Help Out scheme will not be
enough, saying: "Look, Rishi Sunak can cut
VAT and have as many voucher schemes as he
likes, but if you don’t have any customers
what’s the point? People aren’t going to pay
£15 to come into the city for a £10 discount
on their food. It doesn’t make sense. People
are looking for jobs, not discounts on their
meals out”
He went on to say, "Normally, at this time of
the year, the City people go on holiday and we
get the tourists but because of the virus, we’ve
got hardly anyone. Yesterday, we were open
as usual from midday to 1am and we only had
seven customers. Today, we haven’t had any
at all. The landlord still wants the rent. Unless
customers come back soon most restaurants in
Brick Lane will only be able to survive
another three or four months. This place is
heading towards the coffin box without urgent
help."

NEWS
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Shams Uddin, running The Monsoon
on Brick Lane since 2000
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Abdul Quyum Jamal, owner of Taj
Store is part of a family that have
occupied Brick Lane since 1936 when
they opened the first Asian store in the
UK. They then opened their first café
Sweet Heaven, in 1976; this would
later become the Taj Mahal Restaurant
and Le Taj before coming under new
management. Jamal told us, “The
place is evolving, and it’s becoming
rather arty. In a way it’s modernising;
and that’s great, but we need to also
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virus. If the Government want to help,
they need to bail out some businesses.
It’s the only way some will survive.
The area also needs promotion again
to help us attract visitors. They need
to know it’s safe to come back. Let’s
get on with that.”
Professor Claire Alexander, Professor
of Sociology at The University of
Manchester said, “The loss of
Banglatown is not simply a business
issue, it is about people. It represents
the loss of a rich history of migration,
settlement and the struggle to belong
in multi-cultural Britain. The threat to
the curry houses of Brick Lane, and
across the country, strikes at the heart
of one of the UK’s most vulnerable
communities and risks decimating its
central contribution to British life and
culture – the British curry”
Dr Zubaida Haque, Interim Director,
Runnymede Trust says: “Covid-19 has
severely impacted Brick Lane’s
renowned curry restaurants and cafes,
which have already been decimated
by gentrification, and restrictive visa
requirements making it extremely
expensive and cumbersome to recruit
trained chefs from South Asia.” He
went on to say: “On top of this the
Bangladeshi-run curry restaurants are
among the hardest hit by the shutdown
caused by the pandemic – COVID-19
not only a health crisis it is also

Restaurateurs, local councillors, Tower Hamlets Mayor John Biggs, local MP Rushanara
Ali, Cobra Beer boss Lord Bilimoria and Curry Life Chief editor Syed Pasha were among
the guests at the opening of Brick Lane Curry Festival in 2016.

protect our identity. If it changes too
much it will lose its sense of
community. You see people aren’t
settling or putting down roots
anymore.”
In regard to COVID-19 and what can
be done to help; Jamal said, “We
know they acted too slow to fight this
virus. Everybody knows that, but
these problems started way before the

economic and we urge government
and the Mayor of London to step in
with strong business and financial
support to help weather this harsh
economic storm.”
The report now asks the Government
to provide significant financial
support to help businesses on Brick
Lane survive COVID-19. Businesses
in the centre of London have been

overlooked and as a result, they are
suffering. It also asks that the unique
cultural and social heritage offered by
Brick Lane’s Indian restaurants should
be recognised and renewed, with
investment and training within the
London Plan. As well as to develop
borough planning support, ideally

Abdul Quyum Jamal, owner of Taj
Store is part of a family that have
occupied Brick Lane since 1936.

through ground-floor property usage
restrictions, capping of rents,
extension of licensing hours and
investment in the night time economy.
And to provide training and support to
restaurant owners to adapt to a
changing business environment.
Finally, the report recommends that
city and borough planners should
recognise the hidden social and
economic costs of regeneration and
global investment in east London, and
secure affordable social housing for
low-paid workers and affordable
workspaces. As well as to broaden
heritage support to formally recognise
the unique contribution of the
Bangladeshi community to the history
of Brick Lane and east London, and
global London, in heritage
institutions, educational provision,
and the material fabric of the street.
Banglatown is an important and
integral part of both Brick Lane’s
history and the history of the
Bangladeshi community in Britain. It
also highlights the little-known history
of the East End of London, and
Britain itself.
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Pedestrian zones
clear the way for
outdoor dining on
Brick Lane
Parts of Brick Lane will be
temporarily pedestrianised to provide
safe spacing for walking and outdoor
seating for restaurant customers. The
temporary closure is being delivered
by Tower Hamlets Council using
funding from the Department for
Transport.
From Thursday 27 August, sections
of the iconic street will be closed to
vehicles to promote social distancing
while providing a timely boost to
restaurants facing some of the most
challenging trading conditions for a
generation.
John Biggs, Mayor of Tower
Hamlets, said: "It's great to see East

End
businesses
slowly
returning to
normal, albeit with the necessary
safety guidelines to protect staff and
customers.
"We hope that the offer of outdoor
seating, greenery and more space for
pedestrians will encourage residents
and visitors to support local shops,
markets and businesses."
Brick Lane’s restaurants have made
sure to follow all appropriate Covid19 safety guidelines since the lifting
of the lockdown, but visitors have
been slow to return.

Under new rules, food businesses can
now apply for a licence for table
service outdoors which will allow
them to welcome more customers in
a safe environment throughout the
Bank Holiday weekend and beyond.
It is hoped the change in layout will
see an increase in footfall and a boost
for the area's eclectic mix of
restaurants, cafes and shops.
The changes mean there will be no
motor vehicle access on Brick Lane
until Thursday 5 November 2020.
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· We’ll put together a rate that matches your needs, so you’re
never paying a penny more than you need to
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Licence of
Shampan4 in
Westerham
suspended
The licence of a Shampan Group
restaurant in Westerham Heights has
been suspended for 3 months
following a licensing review on last
24 June 2020.
The application to review the
Shampan4’s licence by the council’s
Bromley Council's licensing team
followed a joint licensing,
immigration, housing and police
operation, which took place in March
2020.
Whilst four members of staff were
suspected of working illegally in the
UK, with three arrested and one
granted bail at the time, it was noted
that there has been no conviction or
recorded civil penalty, with the Civil
Penalty Referral Notice being
challenged and the Home Office
investigation on going. Whilst if
proven, this would be a breach of the
immigration regulations, which could
result in harm to the Crime and
Disorder Licensing Objective, the
Licensing Sub-Committee felt it
would be premature for them to make
findings at this stage.
Nevertheless other concerns had also
come to light, including maintenance
issues and health and safety issues,

with improvement notices being
subsequently issued by the council.
The operation in March discovered
evidence of at least 25 sleeping
locations in different rooms on the
first floor of the premises including
wardrobes full of clothing, drawers
with personal effects and at least 50
pairs of shoes. Whilst it was asserted
that this was a resting area for staff, it
was concluded that the premises
should have been registered with the
council as a House in Multiple
Occupation.
It was outlined that the property did
not meet the council’s adopted
standards and lacked adequate fire
precautions for this use, posing a risk
to the safety of all the occupants. The
fire risk assessment provided to the
council was largely incomplete and
referred to a number of internal
policies and inspections without
evidence to indicate that they have
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South London’s Oldest Indian
Restaurant to Close After 47 Years
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Sree Krishna in South London
was the regions very first
Indian restaurant. First
opening its doors in 1973, the
restaurant has been a popular
spot for 47 years. However, it
has not be able to sustain itself
during the COVID-19
pandemic and has closed
permanently. While
coronavirus hasn’t been explicitly blamed by the restaurant itself, it’s thought that
the virus will have played a significant role in the closure of South London’s
oldest Indian restaurant. Sree Krishna was owned by restaurateur Pravin Pillai
who had kept it going “through thick and thin”.

been completed. The fire alarm system
did not seem to have been maintained
or tested.
Councillor Pauline Tunnicliffe,
Chairman, General Purposes and
Licensing Committee, who chaired the
Licence Panel review meeting said, “It
was a surprise, given the excellent
reputation of the Shampan4 that this
review was needed but it was right that
we considered the evidence and
observations that came forwards
following the visit in March.
"The suspension of the licence shows
just how seriously we have taken this.
By ordering the maximum suspension
allowed by law we hope all Licensees
in the Borough will understand that we
take the protection of the public very
seriously and the council will not
hesitate to take serious action against
others when it has the evidence. I am
hopeful that this gives the Shampan4
time to address the issues raised and
work with the council so that we all
have confidence going forwards.”
In addition to the other concerns, the
lack of a proper log evidencing
compliance with the licence condition
that a Challenge 25 policy was in
operation undermined the Licensing
Objective of protection of children
from harm.
The licence holder has a right of
appeal against the suspension decision
to the Magistrates’ Court within 21
days of the decision.
The appeal will be heard by a
magistrate, with Bromley Council no
longer a decision making body on the
case.
Details of the hearing date are not yet
available when Curry Life was going
to press.
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WE MAKE
RESTAURANTS
WORK
...and have done for
over 30 years
v
We have ﬁtted out over 1000
restaurants for the
Asian community

v
Often copied, never bettered

v

Paul Young

Specialists in restaurant design and refurbishment

www.paulyoungrestaurantinteriors.co.uk

Call Paul direct 07973 692 312
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restaUraNts are BUsY

Eat Out to Help Out, the latest
government scheme aimed to help
boost the hospitality sector and
encourage diners to get back out, saw
up to 83,068 restaurants sign up across
the UK.
Created by chanceller Rishi Sunak, the
scheme, which lasted all of August,
meant businesses could claim up to

restaurants affected by local lockdowns
who missed out on the scheme.
The government set aside £500m to
fund the policy, with restaurants able to
claim back the money within 3-5
business days.
The pandemic has hit the hospitality
sector the worst compared to any other
sector; government figures show 80%
of hospitality firms stopped trading in
April with 1.4 million workers
furloughed.
Aiming to provide the hospitality
sector a much-needed boost in sales
after the devastating financial impact
of lockdown, Eat Out to Help Out
oversaw impressive figures, indicating
the UK’s appetite for half price offers:
according to the chanceller, more than
35m meals were claimed in the first
two weeks alone.
For many restaurants, the scheme has
been overwhelmingly positive for
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Khalis Miah, who runs Riksha Streetside
Indian Restaurant launched a petition to
extend the timing of the scheme.
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£10 per person back on all food and
non-alcoholic drinks served on
Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
Diners were entitled to a 50% discount
on food or soft drinks in any
restaurant, pub or bar registered with
the scheme.
Some restaurateurs are even calling on
the government to extend the scheme
beyond August; Khalis Miah, who runs
Riksha Streetside Indian Restaurant in
Aberdeen, launched a petition for

Mixed
reactions
over Eat Out
to Help Out

Abu Mojid said his restaurant is
“phenomenally busy”

getting business back on its feet. Abu
Mojid, owner of Chandini Restaurant
in Sawbridgeworth, says the restaurant

Nahid Khan, of Radhuni Resturant in
Edinburgh, is cautious as to what the
future holds

has been “phenomenally busy” over
the four weeks: “It’s been so busy that
we’ve actually had to turn away
customers,” he said.
For Mojid, the scheme has incentivized
existing customers, who missed the
buzz of a restaurant, along with plenty
of new faces: “A lot of the clientele are
new customers, which is a good thing
from my perspective. Our prices are on
the higher end, so I think that because
of the discount, people are benefiting
more from the higher end places.”
“The scheme has been a great
marketing tool; we’ve been pushing it
out a lot on our social media and that’s
helped us massively.”
But what will happen for businesses
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after August? Nahid Khan, of Radhuni
Resturant in Edinburgh, is cautious as
to what the future holds as social
distancing measures become the norm:
“A lot of us have lost half of our tables
due to social distancing, which I totally
respect because we need to be safe and
do our part to come out of this, but at
the same time do we seek more
government backing? Stick it out,
reinvest in the equipment to help us
operate while maintaining social
distancing, or pull out? The scheme is
a temporary fix for cash flow purposes,
but how accurately can I tell you now
about the future? A year ago, I could
tell you a prediction for the next two
years, but that’s changed now and
that’s the biggest worry.”
Khan also claims the scheme has been
logistically tough: “It has detracted
customers from dining on the
weekends; that’s usually the busiest
time for us, so we’ve struggled to get
enough staff to cover the start of the
week, plus we didn’t want to hire staff
just for a month.”
“There’s also been a lot of no shows –
it’s very easy to book, but people don’t
think it’s as easy to cancel, or they
simply don’t care enough.”

Thanvir A Choudhury,in Cornwall,
would prefer to see the scheme later in the
year when restaurants will need it most.

Thanvir A Choudhury, owner of Viraj
Indian Cuisine in Cornwall, would
prefer to see the scheme later in the
year when restaurants will need it
most: “During the summer holidays,
tourists are going to come out to eat
anyway. We are only operating five
tables, so customers will fill up the
tables egardless of the scheme. For us,
it would be more beneficial if it carries
on throughout the winter; we won’t be

seeing any big Christmas parties this
year, so we’ll need the support of the
scheme to keep our heads above
water.”
Though the future of the hospitality
industry is unclear, Khan remains
largely optimistic: “The hope is that
new customers return once the scheme
is over, not just because of the
discount. The main thing is that we’re
all supporting one another; we all want
to be able get out of this and get
economy back up and running.”
In nthe meantime many restaurants in
Britain are opting out of the Eat Out to
Help Out half-price scheme because
they are struggling to cope with
demand and the attitude of customers
according to a report in the daily
Mirror. Simon Hulstone, the awardwinning chef owner of The Elephant,
which overlooks Torquay harbour, said
the scheme has seen hungry punters
getting very angry. Writing on Twitter,
he said: "So much hate for being full
on Tues/Wed from people.Even
threatening to never eat with us again
unless they can get £10 off other days
!!! Very bizarre behaviour.
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The Cobra Beer
founder

Lord Bilimoria
to
Curry Life

The virus will not be a threat forever

CURRY LIFE

NEWS

With Curry Houses in the UK starting to
come back to life as lockdown restrictions
gradually ease, our reporter Sam Smith
catches up with Cobra Beer founder and
CBI President Lord Karan Bilimoria.
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No stranger to appearing in the pages of Curry Life, Lord
Bilimoria gives us his unique perspective on the industry
and the UK Government’s measures to support it.
If we could sum up our interview with Lord Bilimoria in
one word; it would be hopeful. In his view; through a
combination of cooperation from the public, innovation
from the industry, support from the Government and
advancements in medical science, COVID-19 will not be
a threat forever.
We were keen to know his thoughts on Rishi Sunak,
Chancellor of the Exchequer’s summer statement, which
largely focused on the UK hospitality industry. As well
as how the sector’s recovery would not only stimulate
the economy but also give people something they
desperately want – to enjoy restaurants again. Provided
that it’s same to do so.
Lord Bilimoria was an advocate of reducing the 2-metre
social distancing rule to 1-metre, after scientific research
showed little difference between each distance when
examining the likelihood of infection. However, where

there was a significant difference made by this change
was for pubs and restaurants. According to Lord
Bilimoria, “Reducing the distance has made it easier for
businesses to reopen has encouraged customers to return,
saving many businesses and thousands of jobs.”
Industry bodies, experts and leaders were encouraging
the Government to reduce VAT for the hospitality
industry since the pandemic began. Lord Bilimoria
welcomed the reduction of VAT from 20% to 5%
believing it will “stimulate demand and benefits
everyone.” Naturally this includes the curry industry, but
it will also help other restaurants too, especially those
who were not able to make the transition to a takeaway
only service so easily.
We asked Lord Bilimoria about the Government’s other
initiatives such as the job retention scheme and bounce
back loans, he said “The Chancellor has done well, and
over a million small businesses have received the bounce
back loan. And in regard to the Job Retention Scheme,
such an idea was absolutely unprecedented.”
He went on to say, “We were the first country to do
something like this. Others have since adopted similar
strategies, but we’ve pioneered these ideas as a country
to help our businesses.” He did stress however that these
schemes may need to be extended, perhaps by sector or
geographical location, as smaller more regional
lockdowns occur, but ultimately praised Rishi Sunak for
being “flexible and open-minded”.
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Lord Bilimoria was also keen to express his enthusiasm
for the Eat Out to Help Out scheme, which went into
effect from the beginning of August saying, “It’s really
quite radical and creative. We’ve never seen anything like
this before and who knows if we ever will again?” He
went on to discuss that the scheme is bound to give the
industry the boost it needs.
We asked Lord Bilimoria if he thought the Government
could improve on any areas and what more they could do
to help all businesses in the hospitality industry. He
responded by suggesting that the Government needs to
take another look at their strategy for providing rates
relief.
“Some businesses are applying for grants only to find out
they don’t qualify by only a few pounds. These cases need
to be given more time and assessed individually. If the
Government can help, then they should. Of course, he (the
Chancellor Rishi Sunak) is being realistic; he can’t save
every job or business. And some people will fall out of the
system – but what I can say is those that do are being

cause many Indian restaurant owners to stay. He
responded by saying:
“There’s still a lot of uncertainty. It’s natural for people to
be fearful; it’s deadly. We don’t yet know what a second
wave looks like yet. Remember on early July only around
50% of restaurants opened. The rest stayed shut out of
fear.” He continued, “Of course health comes first, but
business needs to be a priority too. There is a direct
correlation between good health, be it physical health or
mental health and employment. Unemployment also kills.”
“Of course health comes first, but business needs to be a
priority too. There is a direct correlation between good
health, be it physical health or mental health and
employment. Unemployment also kills.”
Lord Bilimoria then however explained why he was
hopeful for the future, “Let’s look ahead, we’ve dealt with
this virus now. We are learning more every day. We know
how to identify, track, trace and treat it.” He continued by
telling us his view on the 90-minute saliva test, something
any business - such as a restaurant - could realistically set

• Furlough scheme unprecedented, but it may need to extended
• The government should take another look into rates relief
• More works needed to be around Business Rents

in place. “This could replace the invasive tests that
currently exist and be a game changer for restaurants.”
He was also hopeful when it came to discussing treatments
and a potential vaccine in the near future. For example,
Lord Bilimoria told us about the drug interferon beta,
which is reducing symptoms of COVID-19 by up to 80%,
something that with continued research and testing, could
eliminate the threat of coronavirus forever by itself. This
combined with the advancements many countries,
universities and private companies are making in vaccine
trials means it’s entirely plausible that we defeat this virus
- definitively - in the near future.
Finally, Lord Bilimoria paid tribute to our curry industry
and those who work within it, “When this corona virus
struck; our Curry Industry showed unprompted
compassion in their support for our NHS and front-line
key workers, as Curry Life own Curry Heroes Feature
displayed in you previous issue.”
Curry Chefs doesn't just cook they create exquisite curry
dishes and no wonder why it is Britain's favourite cuisine.
“It’s also so important to point out that our Curry Chefs
doesn’t just cook food, they create exquisite curry dishes.
It takes skill and knowledge to prepare such exquisite
dishes and it is no wonder why it is Britain's favourite
cuisine. These recipes and the people who use them are
truly special. This needs more recognition, not just from
the Government, but from everyone.”

CURRY LIFE

looked at, as are ways of helping them.”
He also suggested that the Government “needs to do more
work around business rents”, explaining that some
businesses haven’t been able to pay their rent and have
been given little or no leeway from their landlords. We are
urging the government to work with landlords to find a
solution.
Although Lord Bilimoria was quick to praise many
landlords across the UK, “Many have been compassionate
and reasonable. Landlords, such as the ones from the
Crown Estates, have tied rent to income in an effort to
help their tenants. They understand that it’s better to be
flexible and work with your tenants to accommodate what
they can afford, rather than having vacant premises.
“Not all landlords are in the same position as others. Some
may not be able to adjust their rent even if they want to.
We all have bills to pay and obligations to meet. Everyone
is paying someone else, what everyone needs is more
support and understanding. We really are all in this
together.”
"It’s better to be flexible and work with your tenants to
accommodate what they can afford, rather than having
vacant premises.”
We asked Lord Bilimoria his thoughts on COVID-19 still
being an ever-present threat, the risks of a ‘second wave’
and the fact that people of Bangladeshi origin – who make
up a significant portion of the curry trade – are statistically
more at risk of dying from the virus, and if this would

NEWS

• The health comes first, but business needs to be a priority too
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Hospitality
Businesses Face
Privacy Dilemma Over
Tracing Rules

Bangladeshi
Business Owners
Demand Answers
As we reported in our previous issue,
people in the UK who are of
Bangladeshi descent of statistically
more likely to die of COVID-19. This
has understandably caused a lot of fear
in those who work in the curry
industry. Now Bangladeshi business
leaders are asking the Government to
confirm its plans to protect people who
are at risk, demanding answers and
guidance from the original study
(conducted by Public Health England)
that discovered this information. Or at
least what is being done to raise
awareness. Others believe nothing
more can be done, and the focus should
be on finding a vaccine.
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UK Government
Introduces New
Measures to Tackle
Obesity
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The Government is considering making
changes to the ‘Traffic Light’ system
on food packaging by adding calorie
labelling. Arguing that many people
still don’t understand what’s healthy
and what isn’t, “We need to make sure
that across the nation we don’t take in
more calories than we need. But we
need to make it easier.” While many
have praised the Government’s
commitment to creating a healthier
population, critics feel introducing this
measure during the COVID-19
pandemic risks damaging the
hospitality industry even more. The
aim is to have these changes in place
by the end of 2020.

Since leaving the European Union in
January the UK Government is yet to
introduce any measures to replace the
EU’s GDPR privacy laws. As the laws
that protect an individual’s personal
data are still in operation, this presents
a problem for restaurant and pub
owners who are being encouraged to
collect names, addresses and phone
numbers from every customer, as well
as store this data in case there’s an
outbreak of COVID-19. Privacy groups
say the industry hasn’t been given
enough guidance on how to manage
sensitive data and risks falling foul of
GDPA legislation if more support isn’t
inbound.

The UK Government
Preparing £20m
‘Welcome Back’
Campaign
The idea behind this campaign is to
encourage Britons to return to public
places, spend money and boost the
economy. The idea is to also inform
those who may be still living in a state
of fear since lockdown, that the UK is
becoming safer. And those who follow
social distancing measures and stay
alert can still enjoy the great outdoors
and the hospitality industry. It is hoped
that this campaign will help some
people feel more secure. However, the
term ‘coronaphobia’ in this campaign
has been criticised as insensitive and
inaccurate, as the virus is still in
circulation and still deadly to some.

Unhealthy Eating
Deals Targeted By
The Government
Deals such as ‘buy one get one free’ on
unhealthy snacks such as fast food will
be banned in the UK. The move comes
as one of the Government’s several

measures to tackle obesity. They have
also banned the advertising of junk
food on television before the 9pm
watershed. Many have praised the
moves to fight poor health, but others
feel like the Government’s timing is
poor and that the moves could do more
damage to the hospitality industry –
which is in need of help to recover
from COVID-19.

London Restaurant
Under Fire For
Refusing Entry to a
Blind Man’s Guide
Dog
Artur Ortega said he was refused entry
to a restaurant in Canary Wharf called
Manjal if he insisted on bringing in his
guide dog. Ortega needs the dog to
navigate and under the UK Equality
Act, should be able to dine in a
restaurant with his guide dog, named
Mercer. The restaurant now faces a
review of its licence. Campaigners
have also encouraged restaurants in
general to brush up on their sensitivity
and disability training to make sure
similar incidents don’t happen again.
The restaurant has since written to Mr
Ortega to apologise.

Chef Dhruv Mittal
Speaks About
Restaurant Loss
The popular chef and owner of
restaurants DUM Biryani and Lucknow
in London has spoken publicly about
the heartbreak of having to sell both
sites. He said that “2020 go off to a
good start”, but COVID-19 dashed his
hopes of having a stellar year, going on
to say, “If we were to reopen, the
restaurant would die within a week.”
He has also experienced difficultly
maintaining the rent of both sites. “I
would like to bring both restaurants
back, in some form. But the market has
to pick up. It’ll be different in a postCOVID world.”
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KNOWING
THE VAT
RATE ON
FOOD &
DRINKS

In July the government announced
a series of new measures to help
restaurants and cafés that provide food
services (both takeaway and dine in).
These include a cut in the rate of VAT for businesses
serving food to diners, effective from 15 July 2020
until 12 January 2021.
This temporary reduction in the VAT rate only
applies to:
• Food for consumption on the premises on which
they are supplied
• Non-alcoholic beverages for consumption on the
premises on which they are supplied
• Hot takeaway food for consumption off the
premises on which they are supplied
• Hot takeaway non-alcoholic beverages for
consumption off the premises on which they
are supplied
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If you sell a mixture of standard-rated (or temporarily reduced rated) and zerorated items for an inclusive price for consumption off the premises, you’ll have to
work out the tax value of each item in order to calculate how much VAT is due on
the standard-rated item. You can do this on the basis of cost or market values as
explained in the VAT guide (VAT Notice 700).
Examples of mixed supplies of takeaway food include:
• Burger, chips and a milkshake
• A cup of tea with a non-chocolate coated biscuit
• A meal consisting of hot and cold items or dishes supplied in
separate containers
You can choose whether or not to pass this VAT saving on to your customers. If you
are a Just Eat Restaurant Partner, and you wish to adjust your Just Eat prices please
follow the normal process via Partner Centre.
We appreciate that tax can be a complicated subject and the government
announcement might have left you with a number of questions about what this
means for you and your business. Just Eat has partnered with specialists in tax
and legal matters, Markel, to help support and answer any questions. This service
is free of charge to Just Eat Restaurant Partners and totally confidential.
No information you share with them is discussed with us, or anyone else.
How to create an account with Markel:
1. Go to www.markellaw.co.uk
2. Select ‘Law Hub Sign up’
3. Enter your details and register with a valid email address
4. Tick that you have a token and enter code: 8FQUNsjd
5. Select ‘I’m not a robot’ and select proceed
6. You will receive an email to verify your account
7. Once your email is verified, you’re good to go - just manage
your account and complete your profile

Not yet a Just Eat Restaurant Partner?
Join us today on 0203 370 9922
Terms
Please note: Just Eat services are not covered under the reduced VAT rate for the hospitality
industry as we do not serve food, so will continue to be taxable at the 20% VAT rate.
You must be a Just Eat Restaurant Partner to access 12 months free tax and legal advice.
Sign up eligible for the first 500 restaurants.
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Cobra Beer took part in 'The Big
Curry Night In' Programme

The initiative created by the British
Asian Trust, in partnership with
Deliveroo, Uber Eats, BT and Cobra
Beer was launched as a nationwide
fundraising campaign to bring the
nation together under lockdown to
support those most in need across
South Asia, as well as rejuvenate the
UK’s local takeaway businesses
The initiative encouraged the general
public to order a curry from their
local restaurant or prepare their own
curry at home in celebration of the
nation’s favourite take away meal.
Households shared their meals
virtually with loved ones and friends
in other households via video calling
and social media.

The Big Curry Night In was shared
on social media by high-profile
celebrities such as Emeli Sande,
Piers Morgan and Jos Butler and was
featured in publications such as The
Daily Mail and Hello Magazine.
Over 44 million people were reached
through the campaign, 400 curry
restaurants participated and helped
raise £50K for the cause. This was
all achieved with support from our
partners at BBCA, BCA and Curry
Life.
Lord Karan Bilimoria, Founder and
Chairman of Cobra Beer said: “In the
midst of this global crisis, Cobra
Beer was proud to support the British
Asian Trust’s Big Curry Night In. It

CURRY LIFE
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Elephant Atta launch of
Atta high in Vitamin D

30

Elephant Atta, has announced an
exciting and innovative addition to
their range with the launch of
Elephant Atta Medium with Vitamin
D. Available from the middle of July
this is the first atta product in the
market high in Vitamin D, which is
good for your bones, teeth, muscles
and supports the normal function of
the immune system.
Westmill Foods, manufacturer of
Elephant Atta Flour, declared: “The
launch of Medium with Vitamin D is
advantageous for both our trade
customers and consumers. It enables

retailers to leverage health benefits to
bring value to the category, whilst
helping shoppers to make the best
choices for their families with a
product that has real health benefits
and doesn’t compromise on taste or
performance.
"Many of us haven’t been outdoors as
much as we would have liked to over
the past few months, making it more
important than ever to follow the
advice given by Public Health
England and get enough Vitamin D.
Medium Atta with Vitamin D is being
launched when we need it most.”

is a wonderful initiative bringing
together the curry restaurant industry
in the UK, which in spite of suffering
so much at this time is rallying
together with a true community and
collaborative spirit to raise money
for the victims of COVID-19 in
India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Sri
Lanka. It is thanks to the curry
restaurants present in every corner of
the United Kingdom, that curry is the
nation’s favourite food. The Big
Curry Night In initiative celebrated
this amazing contribution. I would
like to thank all the restaurateurs for
their efforts in supporting the
campaign as well as our partners at
BBCA, BCA and Curry Life.
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UNISOFT POS
Inspired Business Solutions

We have been providing epos system for restaurants,
takeaways and cafes for over two decades.

Our systems are designed to be:
l

Straight forward and easy to use

l

Web design

l

Customised to your needs

l

On-site support

l

E-commerce solutions

l

Year warranty

l

Easy upgrading

l

Full training

l

Cost effective

l

and much more...

UniSoft Solutions Ltd.
Level One, 46 Hanbury Street
London E1 5JL
Phone: 020 7377 2627
Email: info@unisoftsolutions.co.uk

www.unisoftsolutions.co.uk
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lác FmÄ
KcsÄTPxr nqJa
Fr yJr
xŒPTt \JjJ

\MuJA oJPx xrTJr ßrÓMPr≤ FmÄ TqJPl ßpèPuJ UJmJr
KmKâ TPr (PaTSP~ FmÄ KnfPr UJS~J) fJPhr xJyJPpqr
\jq TfèPuJ jfáj khPãk PWJweJ TPrPZÇ
Fr oPiq rP~PZ mqmxJ k´KfÔJj ßpèPuJ TJˆoJrPhr UJmJr kKrPmvj
TPr fJPhr nqJPar yJr ToJPjJ pJ 15 \MuJA 2020 ßgPT 12
\JjM~JrL 2021 kpt∂ TJptTr gJTPmÇ
I˙J~LnJPm nqJPar FA yJr ToJPjJ myJu gJTPm ÊiMoJ© :
l

Pp mqmxJ UJmJr kKrPmvj TrPZ Px mqmxJr \jq

l

jj IqJuPTJPyJKuT IgJt& ßp xo˜ KcsÄTPx IqJuPTJPyJu ßjA
PxèPuJ ßrÓMPrP≤r KnfPr kJPjr ßãP©Ç
l

Vro ßaTSP~ UJmJr pJ UJS~Jr \jq mJAPr KjP~ pJS~J y~ Pxxm
k´KfÔJPjr \jq
l

PaTSP~ ßpèPuJ Vro UJmJPrr xJPg mJAPr kJPjr \Pjq jj
IqJuPTJPyJu KcsÄTx KmKâ TrPZ fJPhr ßãP©
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IJkKj pKh PTJj K\Kjx mJAPr UJS~Jr \jq Kmâ~ TPr gJPTj IJr fJr oPiq Kov´nJPm ˆqJ¥Jct ßrPar (IgmJ
I˙J~LnJPm y∑JxTíf ßrPar) FmÄ K\PrJ ßra Fr nqJa gJPT fJyPu IJkjJPT k´PfqTKa IJAPao Fr nqJa KyxJm
TPr ßmr TrPf yPm ßTJjKa ˆqJ¥Jct ßrParÇ IJkKj fJ TrPf kJPrj Fr hJPor Ckr KnK• TPr IgmJ mJ\Jr
hr Fr Ckr KnK• TPr pJr mqJUqJ nqJa VJAPc (nqJa ßjJKav 700) ßh~J IJPZÇ
Kov´nJPm ßaTSP~ xrmrJy TrJ UJmJPrr FTKa ChJyre ßpoj:
l

mJVJtr, KYkx FmÄ FTKa Ko‹PvT

l

FT TJk YJ FmÄ Fr xJPg YTPua ZJzJ KmÛáa

l

Vro S bJ¥J CkJhJj xÍKuf UJmJr IgmJ ßp xo˜ Kcx IJuJhJ TP≤AjJPr xrmrJy TrJ y~Ç

nqJPa ßp kKroJe IJkKj xJv´~ TrPmj fJ IJkjJr TJˆoJrPhr hJj TrPmj KT jJ fJ IJkKj ßmPZ KjPf
kJrPmjÇ IJkKj pKh FT\j \Jˆ Aa PrÓMPr≤ kJatjJr yj FmÄ IJkjJr \Jˆ Aa Fr hJoèPuJ Fc\Jˆ TPr
KjPf YJj fJyPu IjMV´y TPr kJatjJr ßx≤JPrr oJiqPo ˝JnJKmT k´Kâ~J IjMxre Tr∆jÇ
IJorJ \JKj IPjT xo~ aqJé mM\J FTKa \Kau Kmw~ yPf kJPr FmÄ xrTJPrr FA ßWJweJ IJkjJr mqmxJ FmÄ
IJkjJr Ckr KT k´nJm ßluPm ßx xŒPTt IPjT k´vú gJTPf kJPrÇ aqJé FmÄ IJAKj KmwP~ KmPvwù oJPTtu Fr
xJPg \Jˆ Aa kJatjJrvLk KnK•Pf TJ\ TrPZ pJrJ IJkjJr k´Pvúr C•r KhPf kJPr FmÄ xJyJpq TrPf kJPrÇ
\Jˆ Aa ßrÓMPr≤ kJatjJrPhr \jq FA xJKntx KmjJoNPuq FmÄ xŒMet ßVJkjL~fJ rãJ TrJ y~Ç fJPhr TJPZ ßh~J
ßTJj fgq IJoJPhr IgmJ Ijq TJPrJ xJPg IJPuJYjJ TrJ y~jJÇ
oJPTtu Fr xJPg KTnJPm FTKa FTJC≤ UMuPmj:
1. KnK\a Tr∆j www.markellaw.co.uk
2. KxPuÖ Tr∆j ‘Law Hub Sign up’
3. IJkjJr Km˜JKrf KuUMj FmÄ FTKa APoAu KbTJjJxy ßrK\ˆJr Tr∆j
4. IJkjJr FTKa ßaJPTj rP~PZ mPu KaT KY¤ Khj FmÄ FA ßTJcKa ßhj 8FQUNsjd
5. ‘I’m not a robot’ KxPuÖ Tr∆j FmÄ FKVP~ pJj
6. IJkjJr FTJC≤ xfqJK~f TrJr \jq FTKa APoAu kJPmjÇ
7. IJkjJr APoAu pUj xfqJK~f yP~ pJPm fUj ßgPTA fJ YJuM yP~ pJPmÇ
IJkjJr FTJC≤Ka oqJPj\ Tr∆j S IJkjJr ßk´JlJAu kNre TPr KjjÇ

FUPjJ \Jˆ Aa Fr ßrÓMPr≤ kJatjJr yjKj?
IJ\PTA FA jÍPr ßlJj TPr ßpJVhJj Tr∆j : 0203 370 9922
vfJtmuL
IjMV´y TPr oPj rJUPmj: yxKkaJKuKa A¥JKÓsr \jq y∑JxTíf nqJa \Jˆ Aa Fr \jq k´P\Jpq j~ ßpPyfá
\Jˆ Aa UJmJr kKrPmvj TPr jJÇ xMfrJÄ IJoJPhr xJKntPxr nqJa 20% A ImqJyf gJTPmÇ KmjJoNPuq
aqJé krJovt FmÄ IJAKj xyJ~fJ ßkPf yPu IJkjJPT ImvqA \Jˆ Aa Fr ßrÓMPr≤ kJatjJr yPf yPmÇ
k´go 500 ßrÓMPr≤ PpJVhJPjr ßpJVq yPmjÇ
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Muhibur Rahman Muhib
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production of leather garments. Similar to Muhib,
many migrants of Bangladeshi origin moved to the
area and settled, with several also involved in the
garments Industry.
After two years at the factory, Muhib went back to
Bangladesh and lived there for two years. Upon
returning to London in 1979, he was determined to
make a successful career and improve his family’s
living standards, he and four friends started an
embroidery factory, supplying goods for a clutch of
Britain’s well-known department stores including
Littlewoods, C&A, Marks and Spencer and BHS.
Though only a handful of embroidery factories were
operating at the time, British Bangladeshis owned
many of those.
Though business was indeed looking healthy, the area
was met with many fraught challenges over the years,
most notably the racism by the hands of the National
Front. The area was a prime target for the group, who
would hand out racist leaflets at the top of Brick Lane
before fights would break out every Sunday.
In 1982, once business at the garment factory was
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ith an impressively diverse career
spanning almost 50 years, renowned
community leader and veteran restaurateur
Muhibur Rahman Muhib has witnessed the evolution
of the UK Curry Houses, the 80’s East London factory
boom and the infamous Brixton Riots.
A serial entrepreneur Muhibur Rahman Muhib left
Sylhet, Bangladesh and moved to the bustling East
End of London, early 1972, after the independence of
Bangladesh. The definition of a serial entrepreneur is
someone who starts and leads one business after
another or, multiple businesses at the same time.
Faced with a new chapter in his life, Muhib (he is
widely known as) attended Robert Montefiore School
in Tower Hamlets, working weekends at his local
restaurant India Grill on Mile End Road in exchange
for accommodation and food.
By the age of 16, Muhib split his time between
working at India Grill with work at his local
embroidery factory. This was in the midst of the
1970s, a time when East London was famous for its
involvement in the fashion industry, particularly its
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was flourishing,
however Muhib
emphases how
distinctly ‘British’
the food at India
Grill was, with a
menu catering to
an exclusively
White British
palette. Indeed,
Curry Houses up
and down the
country were
Muhibur Rahman Muhib (centre) with work colleagues in 1986
serving dishes
dissimilar from what we see on
booming, Muhib ventured back into
today’s menus; typically, milder
the catering business, becoming a
curries were served with chips, with
partner at the 20-year-strong India

Mughal Dynasty was opened by Liberal Democrat leader David Steel (centre) in 1986,
Muhibur Rahman Muhib (4th from left to right).

CURRY LIFE
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Grill, where he used to work as a
young kitchen porter. The business

36

Meghna Grill in South Woodford, London.

popular dishes alternating between
Korma and Vindaloo. Nevertheless,

Muhib has fond memories of his
restaurant days, when families would
arrive early for dinner before drunken,
empty-bellied diners would come in
droves till the 1 am close.
In a year’s time Muhib would leave the
factory, in 1986 purchasing a property
on Brixton Road with the hope of
opening a restaurant of his own miles
away from the factories and Curry
Houses of East End. The building,
purchased at the time for £92,000, was
a large, open space, boasting an
impressive 5000 square feet. But just as
Mughal Dynasty was ready for
business, Brixton was met with another
wave of riots – the second major riot
the area had witnessed in only four
years.
Following the aftermath of the riots,
Muhib opened Mughal Dynasty, with
Liberal Party leader David Steel a guest
on opening night. After successfully
running the restaurant for three years,
Muhibur became a partner in both the
Indian takeaway Jamuna and London’s
famed Meghna Grill - operating since
1971 in an affluent London area,
Muhib considers Meghna Grill to be
his flagship restaurant.
A few years passed and in 1992 Muhib
reopened his East London factory, with
up to 120 people working through the
day and some into the night. Muhib
claims that for every factory or
restaurant opened by a member of the
Bangladeshi community, four or five
workers would leave to open their own,
giving rise to a spread of Bangladeshiowned businesses across the UK.
At the time, the East London area was
the definitive hub of the garment trade,
with factories mostly run by those of
Bangladeshi origin. This paints a
starkly different picture to how the area
operates today, with almost all trade
now based in Italy or Bangladesh —
currently the biggest garment exporter
in the world.
After six years of running the factory,
the business was struggling to compete.
This was largely due to the fashion
industry moving to countries such as
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Muhib was elected president of the Beanibazar Welfare
Trust, a UK-based organisation helping communities
build homes in his homeland of Bangladesh. Muhibur
helped build the profile of the organisation, raising
donations among Bangladeshi people at London events
with local MPs and politicians in regular attendance.
Praised for his fierce dedication to social responsibility,
Muhibur has also raised funds for cancer patients,
raising enough money for treatments costing upwards
of £70,000. Today, Muhib is President of the Jalalabad
Association UK, and recently raised £25,000 for
isolation centres in hospitals and oxygen concentrators
for Covid-19 victims in Bangladesh.
Despite stepping into various business ventures and
dedication for community and charitable work, Muhib,
never moved away from catering business. He still
carrying on his passion for curry and catering business
with a portfolio of investments and voluntary work
with Bangladesh Caterers Association (BCA).
A proud father of seven children, Muhibur Rahman
now happily lives with his family in South Woodford,
London. With a colourful, long-standing career
spanning catering, business and charity, Muhib is still
as dedicated as ever to ensure his values in life are
taken up his children; with his 14-year-old son
currently an active member of Youth Parliament, we
can certainly assume so.

CURRY LIFE

Romania and Bulgaria, where it was considerably
cheaper to produce. A useful comparison to illustrate
this change is the drop in price per stitch: when Muhib
joined the industry in the late 70s, 1000 stitches were
priced at 30p. By 1992 – due to an increase in
competition and the advance in technology – the price
had dropped to just 7p per stitch.
Along with his hand in both the garment and catering
industry, Muhib has been heavily involved in charitable
and community-based work over the years. Muhib was
joint treasurer of the Bangladesh Welfare Association –
the largest and most influential community-focused
organisation amongst Bangladeshi in the East End. He
moved on to hold more esteemed titles, including his
prominent role as Vice President at the Bangladesh
Centre in Notting Hill, a community-led organisation
providing accommodation and cultural activities to
Bangladeshis since 1969.
Muhib has also been a member of the Bangladesh
Caterers Association since 1976, a 50-year old strong
organisation representing 12,000 British Bangladeshi
restaurants and takeaways across the UK. He is now a
senior member of the organisation, which deals with
issues affecting the Indian and Bangladeshi catering
industry such as the staff crisis and immigration policy.
Muhib’s main passions centre on charitable work both
in the UK and in his homeland of Bangladesh; in 2005,

PROFILE

Muhibur Rahman Muhib with family
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Exclusive Interview with
Small Business Minister

paul scully Mp
We are determined to
get Britain's economy
back firing on all
cylinders

CURRY LIFE

INTERVIEW

As small businesses get back on their feet and reopen with new safety measures, Small
Business Minister Paul Scully MP speaks exclusively with Curry Life about why the
government put in place an unprecedented package of measures to support them.
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Curry Life: Many members of BAME
communities, particularly those who work
in the eastern cuisine industries; make up
small business owners and workers. These
people make up our readership. They have
heard the PM’s statement on recently, but
they are still cautious of going back to work.
What can you say to them to alleviate this
fear?

Paul Scully MP: While we are
determined to get Britain’s economy
back firing on all cylinders, we have
also been clear that protecting people’s
health remains our top priority.
Working with businesses and the
science and medical community, we
have developed new Covid-19 secure
guidance for the hospitality sector,
setting out clear, practical steps
businesses can take to reopen safely.
This includes encouraging the use of
contactless ordering, discouraging non-

Curry Life: People of Bangladeshi origin
have now found out they are at more risk of
dying from COVID-19 than anyone else.
This is causing them a lot of anxiety. The
Government is saying they are “informed
by the science” now instead of “led by the
science.” This is making many people
rethink reopening on the last 4th July.
What would you say to a small business
owner of Bangladeshi origin who’s
considering not opening to shield his/her
family? What is the Government doing to
help?

Bangladeshi community, and we are
determined to take the right steps to
protect them and minimise the risk to
their health.
Following the findings of the Public
Health England reports, the Equalities
Minister is now taking forward vital
work to tackle these disparities and
protect our most vulnerable
communities from the impact of the
virus.
We have also been investing heavily to
ensure communication about the risks
of Coronavirus reaches all
communities to protect as many people
as possible, regardless of their
background.

Paul Scully MP: We know that
COVID-19 has had a disproportionate
effect on people from BAME
backgrounds, including the

Curry Life: In 2016 prior to the Brexit
referendum Michael Gove said, “People in
this country have had enough of experts”
when fielding questions about listening to
qualified economists. This comment hasn’t

essential trips by staff such as between
the kitchen and front-of-house,
encouraging customers to use hand
sanitiser and providing clear social
distancing guidance with signage and
visual aids.
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Curry Life: There’s a perception within the
Curry Industry that the Government still
views them as a foreign industry in many
ways compared to the rest of the Hospitality
sector. They are keen to stress they are a
British industry. One that is largely run by
British people who employ other British
people and all of whom pay tax like
everyone else. Can the Government advise
how they plan on improving this
perception?

Paul Scully MP: We know that British
Asian businesses make a massive
contribution to the British economy,
and the Curry Industry has been at the
heart of that for decades. Before
becoming a Minister I chaired the All
Party Parliamentary Group for the
Curry industry and have seen that
contribution to our communities and
culture as well as the economy. We
will continue to work with business
owners and listen to their concerns
about the issues facing their industries.
Since 2012 more than a fifth of Start
Up Loans from the government-owned
British Business Bank have gone to
entrepreneurs from Black Asian and
Minority Ethnic backgrounds and,
through this crisis, we have hosted a
series of roundtables on our wider
support schemes to ensure BAME
business owners get the finance they
need.
We are also establishing a new crossgovernment commission to examine
continuing racial and ethnic
inequalities in Britain, and to set out
concrete recommendations for further
reform.
Curry Life: This has happened around the
same time as the BLM protests so obviously
those of Bangladeshi origin, many of which

Paul Scully MP: Throughout this
crisis, we have worked to engage
everyone in the British business
community and offered the support
that businesses need at speed and scale.
It is vital that we listen to the
thousands of people who have marched
peacefully for Black Lives Matter.
That is why we are establishing a new
cross-government commission to
explore these issues as well as to
champion the success of BAME
groups. The new Commission on Race
and Ethnic Disparities will examine
continuing racial and ethnic
inequalities in Britain and will set out
concrete recommendations for further
reform.
Curry Life: In preparation for Brexit, which
of course the impact of which is yet to
happen, the BAME community, especially
our readers were given no clarification
what best practices for their individual
communities. For example, the Indian
Restaurant/Takeaway trade. Our
representatives reached out for multiple
comments but received no reply. Will
information be forthcoming and if so, when?

Paul Scully MP: We left the European
Union on 31st January, but will leave
the single market and customs union at
the end of 2020. Businesses will need
to prepare for life outside both and
many have already done so. We will
continue to work with the businesses to
ensure Britain’s economy thrives after
the transition period.
Curry Life: It seems no expense was spared
when preparing small business for Brexit,
despite nobody knowing exactly what that
would look like. We still don’t as
negotiations remain up in the air. But why
wasn’t this same level of care applied to
preparing small businesses for COVID-19?

Paul Scully MP: Throughout this
coronavirus crisis, we have worked to
engage everyone in the British
business community and have offered
the support that businesses need at
speed and scale.
The government has announced a huge
range support for business and workers
to protect them against the current
economic emergency, including over

£10 billion worth grants, governmentbacked loans, VAT and business rates
deferral, the Job Retention Scheme
which has protected over 9 million jobs
and support for the self-employed. We
have also consulted with business
leaders from across the UK and all the
various sectors of the UK economy
throughout this crisis.
Curry Life: If the Government were well
prepared, then one would think informing
small businesses would have been more of a
priority? Why wasn’t it?

Paul Scully MP: Coronavirus has
presented unprecedented challenges to
British business and we recognise how
difficult things have been for many
industries. The Government has an
ambitious plan to ensure businesses
across the country can get back on their
feet as soon as possible and in the safest
way possible.
We have also announced an unparalleled
support package for businesses and
workers to protect them against the
current economic emergency, including
government backed loans, over £10
billion pounds worth of grants,
protection for over 9 million jobs
through the furlough scheme and
support for the self-employed.
Curry Life: Our magazine also supports
Chinese food industry and other Asian
cuisines through our second magazine.
Chinatown’s across the country are in a state
of hibernation. How, specifically will they be
supported, or growth stimulated going
forward?

Paul Scully MP: The British Chinese
business community makes an
enormous contribution to our economy,
our high streets and our local
communities. Backing entrepreneurs
from all walks of life not only makes
sound business sense; it is essential to
rebuilding an economy that reflects our
country’s diversity.
The government has already announced
a huge range support for business,
including over £10 billion worth grants,
billions in government-backed loans,
VAT deferral, business rates holidays,
the Job Retention Scheme which has
protected over 9 million jobs and
support for the self-employed.
We will continue to work with business
owners from across the UK and all
different sectors of the economy and
listen to their concerns about the issues
facing their industries.

INRTERVIEW

Paul Scully MP: Throughout this
crisis, we have been guided by the
science in order to most effectively
safeguard the British people. We will
also be consulting widely with
academics, economists and business
owners as we look to reopen the
economy and get Britain’s economic
engines firing again.

are small business owners or workers are
now wondering if their lives matter. The
‘Black Lives Matter’ movement has
highlighted some ingrained and
institutional racism. Do you feel the
Government’s response to BAME small
businesses has communicated BAME lives
don’t matter to them?

CURRY LIFE

aged well during a global pandemic when
both medical and financial experts are more
valuable than ever. As is importance of
intellectualism, evidence and demonstrable
fact. Each of these are things the
Government has seemingly and, in our
view, deliberately devalued throughout the
Brexit saga. Our readers are worried that
views like this could now cost lives and
livelihoods in 2020.
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A palace in

Debar, Shahail and Iqbal Miah
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he calming purple hues of wild heather
moorlands, the moody grey of gritstone
boulders under ever-changing skies, the
luscious green fields punctuated by dotted lines
of drystone walls – it’s no wonder the Peak
District is the oldest of the UK’s National Parks
and attracts more than 13 million visitors from
around the world each year. Nestled in the heart
of this outdoor haven is the idyllic spa town of
Buxton, which often acts as basecamp for those
visiting the area looking to explore the open
countryside. This Derbyshire town really does
have it all: fabulous Georgian architecture, a
world-famous opera house and theatre, museums
showcasing the town’s spa history… and an
exceptionally good Indian restaurant.
It’s hard to miss the Indian Palace, which sits
proudly on Cavendish Circus in the very heart of
Buxton, flanked by famous sights such as the
Buxton Crescent and Devonshire Dome. It’s
located in one of the traditional types of stone
building you’ll see so many of if you visit this

part of the country. But the location of this
restaurant is just a small part of what makes it so
prosperous; the real secrets of its success can be
found once you step over the threshold.
The business was founded more than 25 years
ago by Md. Elias Miah, who first arrived in the
UK back in the 1970’s and worked extensively in
the restaurant and takeaway business in
Manchester. Eventually he decided he wanted to
create a legacy for his family to help secure their
future, and also do things his own way, so he
took the plunge and opened Indian Palace.
“Dad has lived and breathed the restaurant and
catering industries for his whole life, and he
wanted to make a business for his boys to
eventually take over,” explained Debar Miah,
one of Elias’ three sons who now runs Indian
Palace.
“I think he chose Buxton because it is quite close
to where we grew up in Hyde in Manchester, but
also it got us out of the city. In his eyes that
meant it got us away from trouble.” As it turned
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So, just what is it that makes Indian Palace such
a ‘must-visit’ for people from far and wide
around the globe? Well, the excellent food
certainly helps. Debar’s brother Shahail has been
the chef at the restaurant for about 15 years and
manages to combine simplicity and tradition with
some of his own experimentation in his dishes. A
few of his finest works (and you can definitely
take our word for this) include King Prawn
Jaljala, Karahi Shashlik and the delightfully
sweet yet hot Murgh Amorzal, which is a
particular favourite of regulars.
Debar said: “Our father has always tried to teach
us that basic food is the best food. We do like
this philosophy, but we do also try to put our
own stamp on the dishes and introduce new and
interesting twists as well. We also make
absolutely everything from scratch, which means
we can customise our dishes to different people’s
tastes. I have nothing against the takeaway
market, but sometimes the speed that the food is
prepared shows you that it’s not made fresh. We

CURRY LIFE

out, that was an inspired move for multiple
reasons, not least because Buxton has proved to
be very fruitful ground to run a traditional Indian
restaurant.
“We do get a lot of tourists who visit us here,
especially when there are big local events on,
such as the Buxton International Festival that
takes place in July each year,” said Debar.
“I’d say it’s probably about a 50-50 split between
locals and tourists throughout the year, however
we do have many ‘regulars’ who are not very
local at all. There are people from all over the
country who always come to visit us whenever
they are in the area. From places as far afield as
Newcastle and London, it’s great to have that
kind of loyalty from people who don’t even live
nearby. We have even had return visitors from
overseas – there are a few groups of American
tourists who always come back to eat with us
when they are visiting the country, whether for
work or for a holiday. They say they always look
forward to coming back.”

REVIEW
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always make it fresh – if you want it
hotter or more mild, we can do this
easily – it keeps our customers
happy.”
And keeping the customers
happy is the other main
business ethos that
ensures the continued
success of Indian
Palace. Debar
continued: “For us,
it’s not about
making money
from our
customers tonight;
it’s about creating
a connection with
them so that they
want to keep coming
back. This is another
lesson from our father –
to try and create longterm relationships with our
customers and make them feel
happy and comfortable dining
with us. For us, the clue of what a
good restaurant should be is in the name –
the customer should be able to eat, but also able to
rest and relax.”
This philosophy is clear to see on the evening of our visit
to Indian Palace as Debar and his other brother Iqbal
laugh and joke with customers, greeting them warmly,
remembering all their names, and asking about the health
of their families. Simple touches like this are often what
set restaurants apart from their competition; when
somewhere feels like they’re at home in an
establishment, they naturally gravitate
towards it more often.
“We don’t treat any of our
customers differently,” adds
Debar. “We have had quite a few
celebrity diners over the years
including people such as Carol
Vorderman and Uri Geller,
but we treat everybody the
same. Every customer is
important, and I hope we
show that with our
professionalism and friendly
nature.”
Like any restaurant in this
business, Indian Palace has faced
some challenges over the years, not
least the current COVID-19
pandemic. The restaurant was initially
closed at the height of lockdown, but then
began offering takeaway only to stay in touch with its
customer base. It is now open to visitors with all the right
precautions in place and the diners have been coming back
slowly but surely.
“We understand not everyone will be confident coming

back into restaurants straight away, but
we are ready to welcome them when
they are,” said Debar.
Luckily, the Indian Palace
team have a very solid
connection with their
local community, which
gives them a firm
footing to tackle any
kind of adversity.
Debar said: “We
have a very good
relationship with
the other two
restaurants on this
street (A Thai
restaurant called
Simply Thai and an
Italian restaurant
called St Moritz) and
we have helped each
other out a lot. We always
try to push trade towards
each other and keep things
local, especially if our diners are
staying in the area for several days.”
Indian Palace also has good relationships
with other nearby attractions in the town such as
the Palace Hotel, Buxton Opera House, and Buxton
Crescent Heritage Experiences. It’s obvious to see that this
is a business that places more value on community, rather
than on competition.
Debar and his team rounded off a wonderful meal for us
by presenting us with some palate-cleansing mango
Kulifi, perfectly presented in traditional ceramic pots. It
seemed a good time to ask him what his one
piece of advice would be for any would-be
restaurant owners out there. His answer
came in one simple word:
commitment.
“Commitment. You absolutely
have to have commitment. We
don’t do this job to make
ourselves rich, the competition
in the industry is bigger than
it’s ever been. We do it
because we love it, it’s our
passion, it’s in our blood. I
have been working in this
industry in one way or another
for the last 30 years and to make
it that long you have to be
committed to providing an excellent
service and fantastic food to your local
community. You can’t make that work
without commitment.”

Indian Palace

5 Cavendish Circus, Buxton, Derbyshire, SK17 6AT
Contact No. 01298 77260
Email: indianpalace.buxton@yahoo.com
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Barton Bangla

offers contemporary spin on traditional curry recipes

Two brothers Afrooz Ali and Firoz Ali
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On the outskirts of Preston sits the
village of Barton, a place that features
one line main road running right the
way through it, can serves as an
entrance/exit to the wider city. It’s
considered the scenic route in and out
of Preston, an alternative to more
build up M6 to M55 route most
people will take.
If you do enter the city of Preston
from this route, once you arrive at in
Barton be on the lookout for the
Barton Bangla Brasserie. It’s easy to
miss, due to the leady foliage and

larger buildings around it, even if
you’re driving at a slow speed. But it’s
large conservatory and logo on the
side of the building helps it stand out
more.
Those who enjoy traditional
Bangladeshi or Indian cuisine – or
those looking for a contemporary spin
on traditional curry recipes – should
go out of their way to visit this
restaurant. Our experience at the
Barton Bangla Brasseries was one
we’ll remember for a very long time.
It was different to anywhere else

we’ve been before and that was for
two reasons; it’s highly charismatic
owner and his (as well as his team’s)
exceptional skill in the kitchen. To
understand the story of the Bangla
Brasserie and truly appreciate the food
they serve, one needs to get to know
its owner Mr Firoz Ali.
We called Ali to arrange our interview
for this feature and ended up having a
much longer conversation than we
normally do during such calls. We
usually arrange a time and date only,
but on this occasion, Ali was very

the waiter “I already know what I’m
having. Ali is sorting it for me.”
Clearly we weren’t the only guests
who had selected the “other way”.
This only made us more excited to see
– and taste – what was to come. There
was now a real air of mystery.
Something we’ve never experienced
before in a restaurant quite like this.
Interestingly enough, shortly after we
sat down Ali’s brother removed our
menus too, aware that we weren’t
going to need them. Ali then arrived to
meet us and we agreed to catch up
after the meal. He also personally
greeted some other guests who were
clearly regulars or friends. We enjoyed
some papadums and dips while

well-dressed member of staff as Ali.
But we soon discovered this was Ali’s
brother. Ali himself was in the kitchen
– already cooking our food! - We were
shown to our table, ordered our
always highly anticipated pint of
Cobra Beer and told Ali would be
with us shortly.
At first glance the restaurant looked
similar to many other Indian
restaurants we’ve visited over the
years. But that’s until we saw the
chandelier in the main dining room!
There is also lots of artwork dotted
around the restaurant, some of it lifted
straight out of popular culture. For
example, when we walked in, we saw
a painting of Peaky Blinders
protagonist Tommy Shelby
prominently featured in the bar area.
We were also impressed to spot a
painting of the late Heath Ledger’s
Joker from 2008’s The Dark Knight.
During our brief wait we overheard a
gentleman on another table politely
decline a menu from a waiter. He told

awaiting our mysterious first course.
When it arrived, we were impressed
by the presentation. The dish was
comprised of tender pieces of lamb
served with mint and lentil soup (dal)
as well as salad. It also had some
mango sauce on the side as a dressing
of sorts. We asked the name of the
dish, only to be told, “we’re not sure,
it’s new. We cooked it based on what
you told us you enjoyed.” Upon
checking the menu later, we
discovered the dish was indeed not
listed. It was delicious and we’d love
to have it again.
After such as special appetiser we
couldn’t wait to discover what was in
store for our main course. Two meals
arrived each was truly a sight to
behold – see the pictures! My own
meal was the Gaffori Tiger Prawns
dish, it tasted similar to a Balti in
some ways, but this dish was far too
unique to be compared to any prawn
Balti we’ve ever tried. Cooked in
Bangladeshi spices, herbs and bay

leaves, it was also blended with
cinnamon, garlic, ginger and seafood
stock.
Removing the shell from these tiger
prawns was incredibly satisfying, and
the meat beneath was plentiful and
cooked to perfection. Dipping it into
the sauce was simply incredible. I was
so pleased I put my faith in Ali to try
such a memorable dish. We were
unaware prawns could grow so large!
So much so that we’re unsure if we
ever want to go swimming in the
ocean again! There is a story behind
the name Gaffori, but we couldn’t
possibly tell it like Ali, so we’d
encourage guests to ask him
themselves should they visit!
A quick tip - if you do, such large
prawns need to be sourced by the
restaurant ahead of time, so we’d
recommend calling first to inquire
about the dish to express your interest.
We’d also recommend visiting at a
weekend for this particular meal, as
this is when it’s more likely to be
available. This was all advice Ali gave
us directly.
My partner’s dish was a Butter
Chicken Jhol, and if we could have
gathered up a barrel of the sauce to
take home, we would have. It was
spectacular. In fact, we have both
ordered various other butter chicken
curries from other restaurants since to
compare - none have even come close
to measuring up. We had spoken to Ali
on the phone about my partner’s love
of sweet, more western curries, such
as a korma or a chicken tikka masala.
My partner's desire to try something
new in an effort to be more
adventurous. The Butter Chicken Jhol
achieved this. Highly recommended.
We’d recommend enjoying this dish
with peshwari naan bread as we did.
They were perfect match. We also
enjoyed some basmati rice cooked in
onions. The presentation of this was
also unique and innovative. The rice
bowl was surrounded by dough, which
raised as it simmered to indicate the
rice was fully cooked. Not only was
this novel and creative, it also looked
great from a presentation point of
view.
Following the meal, we sat down with
Ali and thanked him for allowing us
to experience his exceptional skill, as
well as his savant-like ability to
pinpoint what food an individual will

CURRY LIFE

keen to get an insight into our tastes.
“You can sit down and order from the
menu if you like” he said, “Or you can
try it another way.” For these Curry
Life features, we like to always put
ourselves in the hands of the
restaurateur, ordering meals that they
would recommend themselves. So,
with that in mind we chose the “other
way”. Ali told me about two dishes he
had in mind, describing one he was
keen for me to try as a “meal for your
eyes before your stomach”, but made
sure I liked king prawns.
Upon arrival at the restaurant
representing Curry Life Magazine,
friendly and helpful bar staffs greeted
us. We initially mistook a particularly

REVIEW
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enjoy. We asked him the origin of this
skill and he was more than happy to
explain where he thought it came from,
describing it as a mixture of
experiences. Like many restaurant
owners in the curry industry, Ali came
from Bangladesh many years ago. But
unlike most restaurateurs we speak to,
Ali came over at a very young age and
grew up in the UK. Initially he had no
interest in the restaurant trade, instead
choosing to pursue a career in the
travel and tourism industry.
“I had never really cooked in my life
until I became an adult. My mum and
my sisters always took control of food
and the kitchen.” He went on to tell us
about his job as a member of an airline
cabin crew and how this helped him
appreciate the food he had always
grown up with. “My colleagues and I
were always hungry, the airline fed us
of course but it was never really
enough. I became the guy who
provided curry to hungry air stewards
after a flight. My mates loved it and
thought I was so lucky to eat this food
so often.”
After becoming unemployed, Ali
looked for a new career but after
several unsuccessful trips to the job
centre, he took a job helping in the

kitchens of another restaurant in the
Preston area, called the Ashiana. “They
treated me like family, they love what
they do, and it helped me love what I
do now.” He then joked, “When I got
my own restaurant, they were so
impressed a guy I know from there
went out and bought the same
chandelier I have here!”
After realising the restaurant trade was
his true calling, Ali set about raising
fund to buy his own. Through his own
tenacity and the kindness of friends
and family, he was able to raise the
money to buy the Barton Bangla
Brasserie.
We also discussed the impact of
COVID-19 with Ali. He suspects the
true financial implications of the virus
on the curry industry will strike in
December. His restaurant shut for a
few days but quickly adopted a
takeaway only model.
Ali was always a maverick when it
came to cooking food, wanting to
experiment and use his own creative
flair to change and adapt traditional
recipes. He admits he was perhaps a
little hasty and that this; on occasion
earned the frustration of older more
experienced chefs who wanted him to
respect the traditional recipes.

“They wanted me to appreciate the
traditions and acknowledge what came
before. That makes sense to me now.
You’ve got to respect what came first
before you can evolve and put your
own spin on things, like I do now.
When I was younger, I was just so
keen to try things, I still am!”
He went on to tell us, “I’ve never
really considered myself a chef,
remember I had never really cooked
anything. I just enjoyed experimenting
with food. I still don’t feel like a chef,
I’m just a guy who’s good at cooking a
dish with love and passion to make my
customers happy.”
Although his talent for creating
creative and tasty dishes is clearly well
known, the gentleman sitting at the
table next to us was an excellent
example.
Regarding his unique talent, Ali said,
“I’ve been running business and
cooking for many years. I always pay
attention to people’s tastes and try to
create something they’ll love and
enjoy. I’ve never got a dish wrong
yet.” We’re confident he never will.
Barton Bangla Brasserie, 913 Garstang
Road, Barton, Preston PR3 5AB.
Tel: 01995 640236
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The Chancellor's Summer Statement:

key policies for
hospitality

The Chancellor announced a cut to
(value added tax) VAT on food,
accommodation and even leisure
attractions from 20% to 5%. Although
it will only be temporary and expected
to last only 6 months (unless
extended). This will help businesses
pay less VAT and give them, and their
customers, much more financial
freedom.
This announcement is most welcome,
and businesses will feel the benefit
without needed to change how they
operate or formally apply. Key players
in our industry have been asking for
this for some time. We believe it will
help a lot of restaurants, takeaways
and suppliers recover from
coronavirus.

The Chancellor also announced his
#EatOutToHelpOut scheme. This is
rather unprecedented, the idea is to
offer a 50% discount to those who go
out to eat, capping at £10 per head, per
meal. This will last till 31st August.
Participating businesses needs to opt
into this scheme through the
Government’s website, then they will
be sent vouchers which they can then
redeem. It’s excellent news that the
Government are looking for creative
new ways to support restaurants and
bring customers back - but have they
misjudged people’s fears and
motivations?
To our knowledge its fear of
contracting and spreading coronavirus
that is causing people to not go to
restaurants, not the cost of doing so. Is
this discount really going to change
the minds of people who are still
worried for their health and the health
of their families?
They will welcome the discount of
course, but we’re not so sure this
announcement changes that much. It
does nothing to ease fears about the
virus.

Job retention scheme
Businesses that may have furloughed
staff will be encouraged to re-hire
them. Also, for every member of staff
that comes back to work after being
furloughed, the company will receive
£1000 as a bonus. This will ideally
help employers be able to provide jobs
for staff, who may previously have
needed to be laid off permanently.
Now every business has a cash

incentive to keep bring them back.
This isn’t going to work for everyone,
that is clear. Some businesses will
have their hands tied and former staff
may have already found another job.
One single sum of £1000 may still not
be enough to help some businesses
bring back an employee from
furlough.
But we support any measure that helps
get people back to work. That
temporary cash injection (per
employee) may be exactly what some
businesses need in the short-term to
enable them to get going again and
turn a profit. This way they can afford
to pay their staff again. To apply for
this bonus please visit the
Government’s website to learn more.

Kick-starter scheme
This plan will be offering businesses
financial support to encourage them to
hire young people between 16 and 24.
The Government have allocated
£2billion to provide to employers
across the UK in the hopes that it will
create lots of new jobs for young
people between. This idea is it will
help to support younger people who
will become job seekers after leaving
school and university this summer.
This is indeed something else we fully
support. Many restaurants and
takeaways are staffed by young people
and this scheme will help lots of
people find a job. It will also take
some financial burden off the
employer. We hope this will be
especially useful to the hospitality
industry. To learn more please visit:
www.gov.uk

REVIEW

Vat reduction

eat out to Help out scheme
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ockdown may be easing but
COVID-19 is still a threat,
what’s worse is the economic
damage it has wrought throughout the
UK hospitality sector - and that
includes the curry industry. Small to
medium business owners around the
country have been hit very hard, and
the industry has now reached a crucial
time where the road to recovery can
begin. However, support from the
Government is still essential for this to
happen.
Chancellor Rishi Sunak revealed his
coronavirus recovery plan in his
annual Summer Statement to the
House of Commons. Here is a guide
of what has been announced, how it
can be utilised and what Curry Life
thinks about it:
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Mohammed Shahjahan and Kaftan Miah

COVID-19. But additional safety measures were in place.
Customers were politely discouraged from lingering at the
bar, asked to order from their table. Staff were all fully kitted
out in PPE and hand sanitising stations had been installed at
entrance ways. It was also clear that tables had been
rearranged to make sure there was additional space between
them. This way customers could dine and still practice social
distancing.
Kaftan told us that customers are gradually coming back as
confidence in the restaurant’s safety measures becomes
common knowledge in the local area. At the start of the
pandemic, the Tandoor Mahal closed for only four days while
the team considered Government guidelines and adapted to
a takeaway only model moving forward. The restaurant is
clearly valued and enjoyed by the residents of Morpeth – the
phone didn’t stop ringing the entire time we were there for
takeaway orders. This was heartening to see.
The team confirmed that pivoting to a takeaway only strategy
was a challenge, but that as an Indian restaurant, they already
had this infrastructure in place. Although adapting to such a
high demand took some getting used to. While support from
the Government and takeaway orders have helped the

REVIEW

T

he North of England is full of hidden gems when it
comes Indian restaurants and Northumbria is chief
among them. We recently had the pleasure of visiting
the Tandoor Mahal in the little town of Morpeth. Less than
half an hour away from Newcastle and an hour away from
Hadrian’s Wall, Morpeth is a truly idyllic spot and the
restaurant was situated right in the town’s centre.
The Tandoor Mahal marked the first restaurant our Northern
reporter had visited since the start of the COVID-19
pandemic, meaning anticipation was higher than ever! There
was something surreal about being back in a restaurant
chatting with its staff and enjoying some quality cooked food
after such a long time in lockdown.
The restaurant staff were also happy to be back in business.
Like all restaurants, the Tandoor Mahal has suffered during
the pandemic and were eager for the 4th July to roll around
to begin the road to recovery. We visited on a Friday evening
and were greeted warmly by owner Mr Kaftan Miah who
directed us to the bar, where we wasted no time in ordering
a fresh glass of Cobra beer – our first freshly pulled pint since
March. This alone was worth the wait.
Going out for dinner was a lot like we remember it, despite

CURRY LIFE

tandoor Mahal

One of the oldest Indian
restaurant in Northumberland
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restaurant survive the global health crisis, there has still been a
considerable dip in profit.
Kaftan however was keen to stress that his loyal customers in
Morpeth, many of which he knows personally, have continued
ordering food since lockdown began. What’s clear is Indian
restaurants could never be without their regular customers –
and that the customers could never be without their favourite
dishes! Although despite the ringing phone and sitting
customers, Kaftan told us the restaurant was very quiet for a
Friday night. He told us that pre-coronavirus, customers would
need to book a table if they hoped to dine in the restaurant on
a Friday evening.
We asked Kaftan if the coronavirus pandemic may create a shift
in customer habits, potentially encouraging them to continue
to order takeaway meals instead of dining out in future. He said,
“I think they will come back, but it will take time. Some may
stay away, just order takeaway now. It’s like the country has
gone back 100 years in time. We don’t know how long it will
take to get back to normal. But we hope it does soon. People
used to queue up the stairs for a table you know.”
After some of the political features we’ve published in Curry
Life during the COVID-19 pandemic, we were keen to get
Kaftan’s thoughts on the worrying news that people of
Bangladeshi origin were more statistically at risk from the virus
than other ethnic groups. He told us, “We heard about this and
we were worried about safety, it’s why we closed for four days
while we decided what to do. But we knew unless we opened
in some way our business would not survive.”
Kaftan is thankful to the UK Government for their efforts in
supporting the industry and will be taking part in the ‘Eat Out
to Help Out’ scheme in August. However, he does stress that
the Government could do more to support the industry be
allowing in more immigrants from Bangladesh. “They work
hard, and they know the recipes we cook. This would really
help our industry and many restaurant owners.”
Curry Life were keen to visit the Tandoor Mahal due to its
excellent reputation, as well as the amount of time the
restaurant has existed. Established in 1980, Kaftan has operated
the restaurant with his three brothers and other family members
for forty years – most of their adult lives, which is a real
testament to the restaurants enduring appeal. “I have seen this
entire town change since I opened the restaurant in 1980. It has
grown and changed. But we were the first in the area. There
wasn’t another until one opened in Newcastle. My brother has
been head-chef since the very beginning.”

Kaftan and his brother’s stories echo a lot of British Indian
restaurant owners. The quartet each came from Bangladesh
during the 1970s and worked in a variety of jobs until they
decided to use their love of traditional food to open their own
restaurant. They settled on Morpeth as a location, becoming the
first restaurant of its kind for miles around. They introduced
the area to recipes the locals may never have tried before,
meaning the Tandoor Mahal is single-handedly responsible for
the town of Morpeth’s love of curry.
While Kaftan and his brothers may have been born in
Bangladesh, their children are English, and all have their own
aspirations away from the restaurant trade. “My children are all
highly educated and have their own ideas” he tells us. “After I
retire, I may need to close it. Or find a buyer if I can.” Despite
new restaurants opening in the area now, the loss of this one
would be a real shame for the region, simply due to the special
connection it has with the town.
After sitting down with Kaftan and learning the story of the
restaurant in this extraordinary time, we then enjoyed a meal
at the Tandor Mahal. Kaftan was keen for us to try his brother’s
onion bhajis, describing them as “very popular” – we can see
why. They are truly exceptional, and we’d recommend them to
anyone who visits. They may actually be a contender for the
best bhajis we’ve had in the UK – at least so far! We also
enjoyed a mixed kebab with some delicious honey mustard
sauce. Pappadums were also served prior to our starters along
with various chutneys, lime pickle and onion dips.
For our main meal we ordered one of the restaurant’s specialist
dishes; the Balti Tikka Chicken Samba. A freshly cooked
medium hot dish featuring lentils and coriander. We felt the dish
was fairly mild in terms of spice, but that didn’t stop it being
cooked to perfection and a meal we’d order again in a heartbeat.
We also ordered a classic chicken tikka masala. It was creamier
and contained more coconut than other examples of this dish
that we’ve tried; and was all the better for it! Highly
recommended for lovers of that mild dish.
We’re looking forward to visiting the Tandoor Mahal again in
the future, in a time free from COVID-19. We’d love to see a
full restaurant and a line up the stairs! Kaftan and his team also
cooked food for local NHS workers in their area. So, we’d like
to belatedly award them Curry Hero status along with all the
other generous restaurants who contributed.
Tandoor Mahal
17 Bridge St, Morpeth NE61 1NT
Phone: 01670 512420
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Owner Walid Hussain
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The 2020 lockdown has thrown into
sharp focus the value of the UK’s £30
billion takeaway market – as
takeaways and deliveries took on the
mantle of the calvary for millions of
besieged households.
Even the busiest outlets found they
were assuming greater importance in
their local communities - especially
those who had already built a
reputation for value-for-money food
quality and hygiene and service - like
Knights Tandoori just outside
Romford, east of London.
Owner Walid Hussain says it took a
while to get used to changes in patterns
of demand, in terms of peak times and
increased volumes, but his team were
reasonably quick to adapt to changing
circumstances.
“One thing you learn very quickly in
the takeaway business is you have to
think on your feet to meet the needs of
customers - or you risk going under,”
Walid explains.
“Being a 5* hygiene rated, and double
award winning, takeaway we are used
to being extremely busy, but we
certainly had to step it up during the
peak of the crisis.
“We had to ensure we could cope with
calls for deliveries and sanitizing the

front and backend of the takeaway – as
well as ensuring all staff members had
clean masks and gloves. We also
needed to be sure we had enough
people in the kitchen when the phone
started ringing – all this while keeping
up our standards.
“I’m not saying it was easy but we’ve
had some good feedback from
customers for the way we have dealt
with a very unusual situation.”
To help add to that feedback, we
sampled a takeaway meal for three,
making sure we ordered a variety of
dishes, so we could get an accurate
taste of the varied menu on offer.
In terms of first impressions, the food
was nice and hot when it arrived, even
though we were slightly outside the

official catchment area it arrived in
good time, and the portions were
clearly more than plentiful.
Our starters comprised of a collection
of chicken, lamb and prawn dishes – in
the form of Chicken Tikka Chaat,
Tandoori Lamb Chops and a King
Prawn Puri.
Each was nicely spiced and had a great
balance of flavour, the meat and
seafood felt freshly cooked even
though we were sitting at home and not
in a restaurant.
We were very happy with the main
courses – the Chicken Biryani, King
Prawn Rogan Josh and Lamb Tikka
Dansak were fresh while nicely
flavoured and spiced – accompanied
by side dishes ranging from Sag Aloo
to Pilau Rice plus a sumptuous sweet
Peshwari Naan.
All of the portions were more than
ample and, at a total cost of under £50
for three people, we were treated to a
value-for-money feast.
As Walid sums up: “Obviously the past
few months have been extremely
challenging but, in a strange way,
they’ve enabled longstanding
takeaways like us to showcase what we
can do – and show that we are a yearround resource for people living in our
areas.
“We have done our best to support the
community - offering free meals to the
elderly, discounts for NHS staff and
even some free dishes on us to show
customers our love and appreciation
for their continued custom.”
Knights and other takeaways around
the country have definitely been riding
to the rescue of their local
communities during these
unprecedented times.
# Knights Tandoori is a Just Eat
partner - at 149 Whitechurch Road,
Harold Hill, Romford, Essex RM3
9AA – Tel: 01708 384438
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ONE STOP SOLUTION

FOR YOUR PRINTING NEEDS
Litho Printing
Logo / Web Design
Business Cards / Letterheads
Leaflets / Menus / Brochures
Instant Banners / Rollups
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Priti Patel calls for
crackdown on
racist abuse in
football
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The Home Secretary, Priti Patel,
renewed her call for social media
companies to rid their platforms of
racism after hearing about the real life
impacts on footballers that are targeted
with racist abuse both on and off the
pitch.
During a visit to Wembley Stadium
ahead of the FA Cup Final, she gave
her full support to the ongoing work of
the Football Association (FA) and
charity Kick it Out who are tackling
racism in football.
She met with CEO of the FA Mark
Bullingham, Chair of Kick It Out
Sanjay Bhandari and Chair of the FA’s
inclusion advisory board Paul Elliott
CBE. She also joined a roundtable
discussion with the Chair of Crystal
Palace FC Steve Parish, Sky Sports
Presenter Jessica Creighton and Aston
Villa player Tyrone Mings, amongst
others to talk about how racism can be
tackled in football and diversity
promoted within football governance.
During the roundtable it was felt that
abuse was becoming less of an issue
during matches, due to the technology
available to clubs to better police fan
behaviour, however it was now more
of an issue online.
Home Secretary Priti Patel said: “We
will unite and come together to call out
hate and people who hide behind

computer screens peddling disgusting
racism.
“I have listened and heard about the
impact racist abuse and online hate
CRIMES can have on players from the
Premier League and grassroots
football.
“Hate crimes are unacceptable and we
want to see social media companies act
much faster to remove the racist
content festering on their platforms.”
Speaking at Wembley, the Home
Secretary said everyone has a role to
play in calling out racism and other
forms of hatred. She also said that she
was working hard to improve diversity
wherever possible, including as part of
the recruitment of 20,000 new police
officers.

Prominent
restaurateur
Khaled Chowdhury
passed away

A leading businessman, Khaled
Chowdhury was involved in the
restaurant industry in the UK since the
1980s. He was the proprietor of
Viceroy's Restaurants in Maidstone and
Beckenham, Kent. In the UK they are
four brothers from the same family
involved in the restaurant business. Mitu
Chowdhury, the current secretary
general of Bangladesh Caterers
Association, is his younger brother. He
said that as a family, they once had 17
businesses including restaurants and
takeaways. Currently most of them are
rented out and they operate three
restaurants.
Khaled Chowdhury, co-president of the
Jalalabad Association UK, is credited
with success in various sectors,
including the restaurant business. He has
contributed immensely to education and
helping community.
Khaled Chowdhury was born in
Chhatak Upazila of Sunamganj district
in Bangladesh.

Prominent businessman, caterer,
educationist and community figure,
founder and chairman of The Trust
College in Uttara, Dhaka, advisor to
Bangladesh Centre in London, Alhaj
Khaled Chowdhury sadly passed away.
He died on Wednesday 19 August at
his home in Maidstone, Kent. Aged 70,

Restaurant In
Rajasthan Creates
Safety Mask Naans

at the time of his death, he was by his
wife, three sons, one daughter,
grandchildren. He had been suffering
from incurable cancer for sometime.
He was buried in Maidstone on
Monday, August 24th.

The restaurant has created a novel way
to encourage customers who wear their
facemasks by cooking naan breads in
the shape of surgical masks. It is hoped
that doing so will serve as a reminder to
customers of the importance of face
masks during the coronavirus pandemic.
The restaurant feels like the many
people are becoming too relaxed and
hopes this small and simple measure
will help people remember the value of
PPE – as well as be an entertaining
distraction.
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A beer
designed
for food

Expertly
brewed for a
smooth and
sophisticated
taste

Cobra is a top
10 draught World
Beer brand*

Cobra Premium is made from a complex recipe of
seven ingredients, expertly brewed in a way that
gives it fewer bubbles, producing a smooth and
sophisticated taste.
Available in 330ml and 660ml bottles and on
draught, stock up while you can!
Call your Cobra Sales Manager or Head Oﬀice
on 0207 788 2880 to find out more.

*Source: CGA data for restaurants, 52 weeks ending 29/12/2018.
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GET YOUR
PPE FROM
JUST EAT
Keep on top of COVID-19 in your restaurant
by stocking up on personal protective gloves,
masks, and hand sanitiser at low prices
at the Just Eat Shop.
Including:

£16.99

£2.99

£13.99

50 Single Use
Masks

1L Hand
Sanitiser

100 Nitrile
Gloves

...plus more online!

Order now at the Just Eat Shop
partner.shop.just-eat.com/ppe.html

